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IV. STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
POINT I 
DID THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY RULE THAT CORNISH HAD THE RIGHT 
TO DETERMINE THE POINT OF CONNECTION OF ROLLERS' CULINARY 
WATERLINE WITH THE CORNISH TOWN WATER SYSTEM? 
POINT II 
DID THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY DEFINE THE PEARSON SPRING AS 
A COLLECTION OF SPRINGS OR SURFACE OUTLETS IN THE SAME AREA? 
POINT III 
DID THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY DENY AWARDING ANY DAMAGES ON 
DEFENDANTS' COUNTERCLAIM FOR REPLACING THE PIPE FROM THE CORNISH 
TOWN WATER SUPPLY TO THE ROLLER HOME? 
V. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
Cornish Town originally brought this action to enjoin the 
Defendants' connection of a private 4" PVC pipeline to Cornish 
Town's main water line from the Pearson Spring. This Defendants 
sought to do under a deeded right to their predecessors to receive 
culinary water from Cornish Town through a 3/4-inch tap, (See 
Complaint and Temporary Restraining Order.) Ultimately, the case 
evolved into additional causes of action to determine the 
respective interests of the parties in two springs situated in 
Cache County, to certain claimed rights-of-way leading to the 
springs, and for damages for the cost of a new private pipeline 
Defendants installed. 
B. Course of Proceedings and Disposition. 
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The matter was tried February 16, 17, 18 and 23, 1983, before 
the Honorable VeNoy Christoffersen on the issues as framed by 
Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint and Defendants1 Answer and 
Counterclaim. Subsequent hearings were held to clarify the 
Court's Findings, Conclusions and Judgment and Decree, 
Essentially, the Trial Court ruled as follows: 
(1) The Defendants' interest in the Griffiths Spring 
was to remain as set forth in Cornish's deed. 
(2) The Pearson Spring was fully allocated among the 
parties as follows: 
(a) Cornish was granted an undivided 4/5 
interest. 
(b) Defendants were granted an undivided 1/5 
interest. 
(c) Both the source of the culinary water under 
Defendants' deeded right and the point of connection of the 
3/4 inch tap right were to be determined by Cornish Town. 
(3) The Plaintiff was only entitled to the easements 
and rights-of-way set forth in Plaintiff's deeds; and its 
claims to certain prescriptive easements for other 
rights-of-way were dismissed. 
(4) The Defendants' counterclaim for damages was 
dismissed for failure to prove any damages. (Add.-Judgment 
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and Decree reference to documents contained in the 
Addendum is preceded by MAdd.lf) 
VI. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Plaintiff Cornish Town is a small community situated in the 
Northwest corner of Cache County, Utah, It owns and operates its 
own culinary water system. The source of the municipal water 
consists of two springs, commonly known as Pearson Spring and 
Griffiths Spring, and a well drilled by Cornish Town several years 
prior to the commencement of this action. (See Exhibits 5, 8, 13, 
16, 20, 21, and 22) 
In 1938 Lars Pearson and all his heirs (with the apparent 
exception of Emma Marie Pearson Dobbs—hereafter "Dobbs") deeded 
all their rights in and to the Pearson Spring to the Town of 
Cornish (Add.-Exhibit 8). The members of the Pearson family who 
conveyed their interest in the Pearson Spring water to Cornish 
reserved the following water right: 
"Grantors reserve the right to use water for human drinking 
and stock watering purposes. The use to be confined to a 
water flow through a 3/4 inch tap, and Grantees agree to pipe 
the said water to the home of Lars Pearson for culinary and 
domestic purposes. All water to be measured through a 
culinary meter.11 (Add.-Exhibit 8) 
In 1938 and 1939, Cornish constructed a municipal waterworks 
system from the Pearson Spring area »to the Town's original 
reservoir, including multiple collection lines and a catch basin 
for the collection of groundwater coming into the gully known as 
the Pearson Spring area, and a 1-inch pipeline with a 3/4-inch tap 
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to the original Lars Pearson home (A, B. Tr. 44). (References to 
Transcripts shall be to the pages of the transcript of the witness 
whose testimony is being cited as needed the initials of the 
witness are noted. A. B. is Asael Buttars; V. B. is Verl Buxton; 
D. H. is Dee Hansen; E. K. is Evan Roller.) In 1960 Dobbs deeded 
her interest in the old Pearson property and "all water rights 
used thereon11 to Defendants Evan and Marlene Roller (Add.-Exhibit 
9). In 1968, Dobbs gave the Rollers a correction deed concerning 
the old Lars Pearson property, coupled with new water rights 
language: "Together with any and all water or water rights 
belonging to, or used on or in connection with, or in anywise 
appertaining to all of the above described tracts of land..." 
(Add.-Exhibit 10). No evidence was introduced to show that 
Pearsons, Dobbs or Rollers ever contested the Town's right to 
collect all water in the Pearson Spring area through its municipal 
waterworks system until this lawsuit. 
In November of 1979 Cornish secured a temporary restraining 
order prohibiting Rollers from connecting their private 4" PVC 
line to the town's main line coming from the Pearson Spring. 
Rollers had been warned that the Town would not tolerate such a 
"mini-reservoir" coming off their main line, but the Rollers had 
built the same anyway. The Defendants continued constructing the 
pipeline even after receipt of the restraining order (E. R. Tr. 
66, 67, 136.) At a hearing held December 3, 1979, the parties 
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agreed to a temporary stipulation, without prejudice to the rights 
of any party, and the Defendants acknowledged through counsel that 
they may well have to weld up the pipe pursuant to the Court's 
subsequent decision. (Add.-Transcript of December 3, 1979 
hearing, 31, 34-37.) Shortly thereafter, Defendants effected the 
connection pursuant to the temporary stipulation. 
VII. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
POINT I. THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY RULED 
THAT CORNISH HAD THE RIGHT TO DETERMINE THE 
POINT OF CONNECTION OF THE ROLLERS1 
CULINARY WATERLINE WITH THE CORNISH 
TOWN WATER SYSTEM. 
The reservation contained in the 1939 Deed to the Town of 
Cornish (Add.-Exhibit 8), reserving a 3/4-inch tap right to the 
Defendants1 predecessors in interest, is silent on the location of 
the tap or point of connection to the Town's system. The Townf*s 
sole duty under that reservation was to pipe water to the home of 
Lars Pearson by way of a 3/4-inch tap for culinary and domestic 
purposes. Defendants are not prejudiced by the Town determining 
the connection point to the municipal system, since Defendants 
will receive safer and higher quality water if taken from the 
Townfs general system which has been run through a chlorinator and 
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has been diluted by addition of well water to lower the nitrate 
level. A municipality has general discretionary power in the 
administration of its water system and has far greater ability to 
provide culinary and domestic-quality water to Defendants by 
providing water after it has been appropriately treated. In 
construing documents of conveyance, that construction should be 
given which is most reasonable, which most fairly meets the intent 
of the parties and which does not lead to an absurd conclusion. 
POINT II. THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY DEFINED 
THE PEARSON SPRING AS NOT ONE SINGLE SPRING, 
BUT COMPOSED OF SEVERAL SPRINGS FEEDING INTO 
THE SAME COLLECTION AREA. 
The controlling question before the Court is not the 
definition of the word "one," but the scientific meaning of the 
word "spring". The state engineer's testimony clarifies that a 
"spring" is often composed of many springes. Moreover, the Town 
has been collecting the same spring water at the same collection 
basin for more than 45 years and it is a little late, if not 
physically and scientifically impossible, to now attempt to break 
out each individual point in the general collection area and say 
whether this or that water source is a "separate spring". In 
any event, the issue of whether the Trial Court erred in defining 
the Pearson Spring to include many springs was not raised by 
Defendants in their Notice of Appeal or Docketing Statement and, 
therefore, is inappropriate for appeal and review at this 
stage. 
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POINT III, THE TRIAL COURT APPROPRIATELY 
DISMISSED DEFENDANTS' COUNTERCLAIM INASMUCH 
AS DEFENDANTS FAILED TO MEET THEIR 
BURDEN OF PROOF. 
The Court properly dismissed Defendants1 Counterclaim for the 
expense of installing a new waterline from their home to the 
Town's water system because the evidence failed to satisfy the 
burden of proof with respect to the need to replace the entire 
pipe and a lack of certainty of their damages. Moreover, 
Defendants were not replacing the old one-inch (1") line, but were 
actually installing a four-inch (4") PVC line some 1400 feet to 
run from the Town's line to their home, which would have seriously 
compromised the Town's own water supply from the Pearson Spring. 
Town officials warned Defendants prior to their installation of 
the new 4" line, and by virtue of their failure to heed that 
warning are now estopped from claiming any damages for their own 
failure to mitigate those damages. 
VIII. ARGUMENT. 
POINT I. THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY RULED 
THAT CORNISH HAD THE RIGHT TO DETERMINE THE 
POINT OF CONNECTION OF THE ROLLERS' 
CULINARY WATER LINE WITH THE CORNISH 
WATER SYSTEM. 
The Defendants cite as error paragraph 11 in the Court's 
Decree, signed April 26, 1984: 
"11. The Court concludes that the grant of the water 
right is not restricted solely to the source of water of 
Pearson Spring. The Court further concludes that the 
Plaintiff is entitled to determine where the point of 
diversion from the Cornish line will be and to provide a pipe 
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through a 3/4-inch tap to the home of the Defendants for the 
purposes set forth in the grant. . ." 
This decree is centered on the Court's Finding of Fact No. 20 and 
Conclusions of Law 4 and 5: 
"20. The Court finds that the Defendants are entitled 
to receive the water but that the Defendants are not entitled 
to say where they receive it from, and that the source is not 
restricted solely to the Pearson Spring. The Court finds 
that the Plaintiff is entitled to determine where the union 
with the Cornish line will be located and shall thereafter 
provide and pipe through a 3/4-inch tap to the home of the 
Defendants, culinary water as set forth in the Deed.11 
"4. The Defendants are not an appropriator of the tap 
water from the Cornish municipal water system, but are the 
owners of a right to culinary water as evidenced by a grant 
in a Deed...." 
"5. That the Court concludes that the grant to the 
water right is not restricted solely to the source of water 
of Pearson Spring. The Court further concludes that the 
Plaintiff is entitled to determine where the union will be 
with the Cornish line and to provide and pipe through a 
3/4-inch tap to the home of Defendants for the purposes set 
forth in the Grant.11 
The starting point for any inquiry as to the correctness of 
the Court's ruling must necessarily be the Quit Claim Deed from 
the Pearson family to Cornish Town, dated March 2, 1938 (Add.-
Exhibit 8). The Deed grants to the Town all of the Grantor's 
interest in what is now known as the "Pearson Spring", referred to 
in the deed as "one certain unnamed spring" within the particular 
legal description, along with certain rights of way and easements. 
The last paragraph of the deed reads: 
"Grantors reserve the right to use water for human 
drinking and stock watering purposes. This use to be 
confined to a water flow through a 3/4-inch tap and Grantee 
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agrees to pipe the said water to the home of Lars Pearson, 
for culinary and domestic purposes. All water to be measured 
through a culinary meter.11 
No where in this reservation is there any mention of the location 
of the 3/4-inch tap or point of connection to the Town's line, nor 
is there any reference to the Pearson Spring. The paragraph does 
not even refer to Mone certain unnamed spring," but only to "the 
right to use water for human drinking and stock watering 
purposes." The subsequent language in that paragraph referring to 
"said water" refers to the afore-quoted "water for human drinking 
and stock watering purposes." It does not specifically reference 
any particular spring or source. It is also noteworthy that 
in neither of the Deeds to the Defendants from Mrs. Dobbs is there 
any specific reference to a right to water from the Pearson Spring 
itself. In both Exhibits 9 (Add.) and 10 (Add.), the Rollers are 
merely granted whatever water rights are appurtenant to the 
subject land. 
The Pearsons knew that the Town of Cornish was purchasing the 
spring for the development of a municipal culinary-quality water 
system, and it was that system of which they wanted to be part. 
If Pearsons had wanted their own line connected directly to the 
Pearson Spring, they should have made express provision for the 
same. The only fair and reasonable interpretation of the language 
of the Deed is that the Town committed to supply Rollers with a 
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3/4-inch tap for culinary and domestic water, and the Town must 
determine how to get that water to them. 
Where a Court must interpret a contract, it should accept 
that interpretation which is most reasonable and which furthers 
the general purpose of the agreement as a whole and avoids an 
absurd conclusion. "Contracts11, 17 Am.Jur.2d, Sections 243, 252, 
255, 280 and 393. Defendants1 interpretation of the deed would 
suggest that it was up to the homeowner to decide where the tap or 
hook-up point and line should be located a result which would 
lead to chaos in a municipality's efforts to control and maintain 
its water system. That reasonable interpretation was made by the 
Court of this deed at pages 7 and 8 of its February 23, 1983 Oral 
Decision. (Add.) 
The proposition that municipal corporations exercise general 
discretion within the bounds of the law for the locations, 
hook-ups, fees and maintenance requirements of their municipal 
waterworks system is well established. Sections 10-7-4, 10-7-13, 
10-7-14, 10-13-14, Utah Code Annotated (1953 as amended); 12 
McQuillin, Municipal Corporations, §§35.09, 35.27 (1983). In this 
case, where the Town may be obligated by the terms of its contract 
(Add.-Exhibit 8) to provide Lars Pearson and his successors with 
"culinary and domestic11 water, it is only reasonable that the Town 
should consider issues of relative expense, ease of maintenance, 
system engineering, cleanliness, dependability of supply and other 
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such factors in determining how private connections to a municipal 
system can safely and prudently be made. One cannot ignore the 
declared public policy of the State, 
"...the purification of drinking water...are important to 
public health and welfare...it is hereby declared to be the 
public policy of this State...to provide for the treatment of 
water to be used for drinking purposes to protect the health 
of the citizens...Section 10-7-14, Utah Code Annotated (1953 
as amended). 
If the Town determines to supply Defendants with water from the 
Town's main line (i.e., from its reservoir which receives water 
from the Pearson Spring and the Griffiths Spring, after 
cholorination and the addition of the well water used to dilute 
nitrate concentration) , it can more readily provide "culinary and 
domestic11 quality water to the Defendants. Whereas, that water 
coming straight from the Pearson Spring to Defendants1 residence, 
prior to mixing with the other sources and prior to chlortnation, 
is not necessarily "culinary and domestic" quality because of 
frequently high bacterial counts and nitrate levels (E. K. Tr. 
112-115). The Town has not yet determined where to hook-up the 
future water line to the Roller household, but the point of the 
Court's ruling is that it is solely in the Town's discretion where 
that hook-up is made so long as the water is of "culinary and 
domestic" quality. 
To reach the conclusion sought by the Defendants would 
require that Cornish supply Defendants "culinary" water 
exclusively from the Pearson Spring. To do so and meet a 
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"culinary" requirement could require Cornish to set up separate 
chlorination, treatment and regular monitoring and testing of 
water supplied to one household (the Rollers) since the existing 
line is above and could not be incorporated into the Town's 
existing chlorinator, treatment and testing program. 
The testimony at trial makes it clear that the water Defen-
dants would receive from a point below the reservoir would be 
higher quality water than that which they currently receive, by 
virtue of the chlorination, treatment and the dilution of the 
nitrates and other impurities along with the regular testing of 
purity which occurs (E. R. Tr. 112-115). In addition, the Rollers 
would have greater pressure in their line coming right off the 
Town's system (Exhibits 37 and 39). Any objections which 
Mr. Roller may assert are purely subjective and personal in 
nature. He offered no expert testimony at trial to support any 
prejudice to him with respect to the quality or quantity of water 
should the Town determine to pipe water to his house from a 
post-reservoir point on the Town's main line. The positions taken 
by Defendants appear to be inconsistent, in that they want "clean 
culinary and domestic water,11 but then seem to be demanding their 
water from the Pearson Spring only with all of its 
pre-chlorination and pre-nitrate dilution water 'quality problems. 
There was ample support in law and fact for the Court's 
decision affirming the Town's discretion in determining the 
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location of the tap or hook-up point for the 3/4-inch tap. 
Defendants/Kollers provide no facts in evidence at trial 
establishing by any clear and convincing evidence on appeal, that 
the Court erred in that determination. 
POINT II. THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY DEFINED 
THE PEARSON SPRING AS NOT ONE SINGLE SPRING, 
BUT COMPOSED OF SEVERAL SPRINGS FEEDING INTO 
THE SAME COLLECTION AREA. 
The Plaintiff1s first objection to Defendants1 "Point II" is 
that this issue was not previously set forth in Defendants1 Notice 
of Appeal or Docketing Statement. Hence, it is inappropriate for 
this Court's determination at this stage of the Appeal. 
Even if it were appropriate for this Court's determination at 
this point, Plaintiff would suggest that Defendants' argument 
misses the point of the Court's decision. Defendants claim 
paragraph 13 of the Court's Judgment and Decree is in error. 
"13. It is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that 
the Pearson Spring is not one single spring but may be 
composed of several springs in the vicinity of the Cornish 
collection basin." 
This order is founded upon virtually the same language in Finding 
of Fact No. 21 and the Court's oral decision of February 23, 1983, 
at page 9, which in turn was derived from the testimony of the 
state engineer, Dee Hansen. The issue addressed at trial was not 
the meaning of the word "one" with respect to the phrase from 
Exhibit 8 ("one certain unnamed spring"), but the scientific 
meaning of the word "spring", as a term of art understood by 
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geologists and hydrologists. Dee Hansen testified that a "spring" 
may often be comprised of several springs: 
"Q. ...In your business, spring or springs, that's a 
geological question, isn't it, essentially? 
"A. Yes. 
"Q. It's not untypical to refer to several springs that 
come together at a point of appropriation as a spring; is 
that right? 
"A. That's correct. 
"Q. So it's certainly not an authoritative 
interpretation, if it says the spring, that there are not 
several springs feeding into one at that point of diversion? 
"A. And it could have meant that. 
"Q. What's critical is the point of appropriation; 
right? 
nA. Yes." 
(D. H. Tr. 29, lines 10-24.) 
Cornish has been collecting virtually all of the water in the 
Pearson Spring area since 1939 by way of numerous underground 
catch lines fanning out to the West and South from the original 
catch basin. In order to resolve any doubt, the Court adopted Dr. 
Hansen's map (Exhibit 1) which outlined the entire watershed area 
in blue as the ultimate source of the Pearson Spring(s) and the 
so-called Pearson Spring area above Butler Hollow where the catch 
lines and catch basin are located as the g^eneral collection area 
for that water (outlined in green by Dr. Hansen on Exhibit 1). 
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A "spring" is typically defined as "a place where water 
issues from the earth by the operation of natural forces." 
"Waters", 78 Am.Jur.2d §176 (1984). Simply because there may be 
more than one opening in the earth does not mean there is more 
than one source or spring. For lack of scientific ability to 
separate various surface outlets of the same aquifer, the 
shorthand reference to "spring", a term of art among geologists 
and hydrologists, is permissable and routinely done. 
There was no evidence produced at trial by Defendants to 
suggest that any landowner or citizen has ever complained before 
this action of Cornish Town's collection by its catch lines and 
catch basin of all the water flowing into the collection area, 
whether surface or subsurface water. Nor, for that matter, did 
Defendants produce any scientific evidence or expert testimony at 
trial to delineate any alleged separate and distinct springs in 
the area which the Town was not entitled to capture. Certainly 
Evan Roller's own lay observations do not rise to the level of 
expert testimony with respect to matters of geology and 
hydrology. 
Defendants object to paragraph 12 of the Court's Judgment and 
Decree, but not to paragraph 13 thereof, which reads: 
"13. It is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that 
all of the water in the Pearson Spring area has been fully 
appropriated by the parties hereto." 
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Th is Pearson Spring "area" was defined by Vaughan Hansen on 
Exhibit 1 by the area outlined in green and the water collected 
within that area was testified to by Dee Hansen as having been 
fully appropriated by Rollers and Cornish Town (D. H. Tr. 6). It 
is inconsistent for Defendants to accept paragraph 13 of the 
Judgment and Decree, while attempting to reject paragraph 12. 
They cannot limit the Town to only one of several purported 
springs in the "Pearson Spring area" and then claim 100% of all 
other points where the groundwater is percolating to the surface 
in the absence of any substantive evidence at trial to support 
their claim to such water by deed, appropriation or otherwise. 
Defendants failed to produce any evidence on this issue at 
trial and there is solid evidence in the record supporting the 
Trial Court's decision regarding the nature and extent of the 
Pearson Spring. 
POINT III. THE TRIAL COURT APPROPRIATELY 
DISMISSED ROLLERS1 COUNTERCLAIM INASMUCH AS 
DEFENDANTS TOTALLY FAILED TO MEET 
THEIR BURDEN OF PROOF. 
Paragraph 14 of the Court's Judgment and Decree ordered that 
the Defendants1 Counterclaim be dismissed. Defendants' Counter-
claim asked for damages covering the expense of installing their 
own pipeline, the use of which was temporarily restrained at the 
outset of the subject action and was subsequently permitted (in 
part) by the temporary stipulation of the parties at a hearing 
before Judge Christoffersen on December 3, 1979 (Add. 36-37). As 
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stated by the Court in its oral decision of February 23, 1983, at 
pages 10-12 (Add.): 
The Court: "And [Mr. Roller] testified that when he 
opened it up he found it full, the fTf, full of de&ris , 
roots, clogging his water. And I feel that he would have a 
right to replace that and put it in the proper shap^ , td get 
his pressure. There is no evidence there is anything wrong 
with the rest of the line. I just think he went too far. 
This doesnft give him a right to design his own water system, 
change its location, when he could make his own remedy and 
would be required I think and could charge the bill to 
correct the problem at the place where it came out of the 
'T'. That's the only evidence we have that there was 
anything wrong with it. There isn't any evidence there is 
anything wrong with the line going all the way down to the 
house so he could put in his other one. 
Mr. Preston: "There was evidence that the bottom of the 
line was also filled up and its size was becoming smaller 
than the restriction. 
The Court: "I know, but there is no evidence that you 
couldn't have - that you had to replace this whole line, put 
it in a different place with a four-inch pipe or even replace 
the whole line. All that line that is left there under the 
ground you might still be able, if you get a proper 
connection on it, will work fine. I just say that on the 
Counterclaim you failed to convince me by the preponderance 
of the evidence that all of that was necessary. I am 
convinced by the preponderance of the evidence there was 
something needed to be done up to where the water came out of 
that piece that you got in evidence, but that is about as far 
as I say your proof went. 
Now if you have a specific bill on that portion of it I 
will grant judgment for that. But I don't peruse those bills 
enough to pick that out. But not the whole line from where 
you changed direction and go all the way down the hill." 
The merit of the Court's perception of Defendants' evidence, or 
lack thereof, respecting the need to replace the entire 1,400 feet 
of pipe, still stands. Defendants, by their Brief, do not draw 
the Court's attention to any evidence at all on this issue, 
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because there was no evidence produced at trial to contradict the 
Court's perception. Defendants simply failed to meet their burden 
of proof on the necessity for replacing the entire 1,400 feet of 
line to their house. 
Furthermore, their claim must fail for uncertainty of 
damages, inasmuch as they never complied with the requirement of 
the Court by submitting into evidence the necessary bills, 
invoices, checks, etc., regarding their claimed expenses. 
Even if Koller had produced evidence showing the need to 
replace the entire 1,400 feet of pipe, the private line which he 
installed for his own benefit differed substantially from the 
prior line. Koller installed a PVC line four inches in diameter 
for most of the 1,400 foot distance to his house, thus creating 
for himself a mini-reservoir far beyond the original intent of the 
parties to the 1938 Deed for a !l3/4-inch tap." He also 
unilaterally altered the location of the pipe to suit his own 
desires, shifting the point from which he took water from the 
Town's line a few hundred feet to the North (See Exhibits 1 and 
38). 
Defendants produced no evidence suggesting an agreement 
between them and the Town that the Town would pay for installation 
of a new line. There is no evidence to suggest that Defendants 
ever made a formal application to the Town to approve the size and 
location of the new line which they proposed (E. K. Tr. 136). In 
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fact, Defendants never submitted any notice of claim to Cornish 
Town within one year of their incurring the expense, pursuant to 
Section 63-30-13 Utah Code Annotated (1953 as amended), thus 
barring any claim for expenses incurred installing the 
unauthorized pipeline. To the contrary, when the Defendants 
commenced constructing the four-inch mini-reservoir, Town 
officials advised Evan Roller that it was improper and had to 
secure a restraining order, but even then Evan Roller kept 
building his new line (E. R. Tr. 66-67), The basis for the Townfs 
concern is obvious: Defendants were not duplicating the old 
one-inch line, either in terms of size or location, but sought to 
enlarge the storage capacity, pressure and water flow to their 
premises substantially at the expense of the Town's water supply, 
Vaughan Hansen testified as to the difference in the volume of 
water which Defendants could take, the suction effect and the 
capacity of such a line to draw virtually all of the water 
coming through the Town's line from the Pearson Spring. (See 
Exhibits 37, 38 and 39, and letter of Mike Tumipseed, Add.-
Exhibit 29.) 
Mr. Roller has argued that the only restriction on his water 
entitlement is a 3/4-inch restriction at his backyard (Add, Tr. of 
December 3, 1979 hearing, 8). This flies in the face of the 
commonly understood meaning of a f,3/4-inch tap" right. If the 
Defendants' reasoning is extended further, it leads to the absurd 
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conclusion that it is irrelevant how large the diameter of a 
private landowner's pipe is, so long as there is a 3/4-inch 
restriction at his home, meaning that Mr. Roller could just as 
easily be entitled to require the Town to pay him for a 10-inch 
line, or a 6-foot culvert, or, for that matter, his own 50,000 
gallon reservoir between the point where the Town diverts water to 
him and where he takes it into his home and yard. Again, this 
suggests just one more reason why the n3/4-inch tap11 must be 
located at the point where the water is originally diverted from 
the Town's system, not at the subsequent point where a landowner 
takes it into his yard or house. 
The unsupported reference in Defendants' Brief to a periodic 
overflow at the Town's reservoir has a sporadic basis in fact only 
during wet years such as we have experienced in Utah in the recent 
past; but, obviously, is irrelevant in dry years, when every ounce 
of water taken out of the Town's system by a private landowner 
would deplete a critically low reserve for the townspeople. The 
Town also feared that Defendants would make unauthorized use of 
that excess water capacity in a four-inch mini-reservoir for the 
benefit of animal-husbandry or the fishing pond, to which water 
had been diverted from that line in the past. 
The case cited by Defendants in support of Point III, Big 
Cottonwood Lower Canal Co. v. Cook, 73 Utah 393, 274 P. 454 (1929) 
supports Plaintiff1s position because the Court specifically 
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limited the quantity and amount of water that Cook could use from 
spring water under a reservation in a deed. The Court said: 
"It is contended by Defendants that the...reservation in the 
deed...of the waters of the springs...upon one and one-half 
acres of ground...is unlimited in quantity and time of use... 
This contention cannot be sustained.ff At 456. 
The Court also allowed the lower court ruling requiring a metering 
device to stand. 
It is noteworthy that the present arrangement on the 
Defendants1 line is the result of a temporary stipulation, without 
prejudice, entered into by the parties1 attorneys at the December 
3, 1979 hearing (Add. Tr. of December 3, 1979 hearing, 34-37). At 
that time, the Rollers were fully aware that the arrangement was 
temporary, that it was still subject to challenge in Court, and, 
as Roller's attorney stated, "If the Court says weld it up, we'll 
weld it up when this thing is ultimately adjudicated." (Add.-
Tr. of December 3, 1979 hearing, 31). They knew that the 
construction and hook up of the subject line was a risk, but one 
which they willingly took. Cornish Town should not be made to pay 
for that risk which Defendants took without the Town's approval 
and with their eyes wide open to the potential that it would never 
be hooked up. Defendants must now be estopped from claiming 
damages by their own failure to mitigate their own damages. 
IX. CONCLUSION 
There is ample evidence in the record and basis from which 
the Trial Court concluded that Cornish Town, as any municipality, 
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can determine the point and method of connection to the Town's 
municipal water system. Such a conclusion is not only based on 
the evidence before the Trial Court, but compelling reasons for 
public health, for orderly administration of a waterworks system 
and for the reasonable construction of the terms of the vesting 
deed previously described. Furthermore, Plaintiff requests that 
the Trial Court also be affirmed as to its determination of the 
location of the Pearson Spring, for which Plaintiff provided 
expert testimony and the Defendant provided nothing to contradict 
the same. The Defendants1 Counterclaim for damages is without 
proof, without justification, without basis and without a claim 
ever having been submitted to Cornish Town, and amounted to an 
attempted substantial enlargement of an existing line without 
basis in law, and for which Defendant has provided no further 
evidence in its Brief to support the same. In all of these 
respects, Respondent asks that the Trial Court decision be 
affirmed. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED on this 28th day of March, 1985. 
OLSON & HOGGAN 
William L. Fillmore 
Attorneys for 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
Cornish Town 
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HAND CARRY CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed four (4) true and correct 
copies of the above and foregoing Brief of Respondent to the 
Defendants/Appellants1 Attorney, George W. Preston, of Harris, 
Preston, Gutke & Chambers, at 31 Federal Avenue, Logan, Utah, 
84321 on the 28th day of March, 1985. 
Fifteen (15) copies of the above and foregoing Brief of 
Respondent have been hand carried to the Clerk of the Supreme 
Court of the State of Utah, on this 28th day of March, 1985. 
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THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE 
TOWN, A Utah Municipal 
Corporation 
vs 
EVAN 0. 
ROLLER, 
Plaintiff, 
• 
ROLLER and MARLENE B. 
husband and wife 
Defendants. 
COURT OF CACHE 
OF UTAH 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
FINDINGS OF 
AND 
CONCLUSIONS 
Civil No. 
COUNTY 
FACT 
OF LAW 
18267 
THIS matter came on before the Court sitting without a jury 
on the 16th day of February, 1983, and continuing thereafter to 
February 17, and 18, 1983, Plaintiff appearing by and through 
their counsel, William L. Fillmore of the firm of OLSON, HOGGAN & 
SORENSON, Logan, Utah; and the Defendants appearing in person and 
being represented by their attorney, George W. Preston of the firm 
of HARRIS, PRESTON, GUTKE & CHAMBERS, Logan, Utah; and the Court 
having heard the evidence in the above entitled matter and havinq 
taken the above entitled matter into consideration and having 
heretofore announced part of its decision from the bench and 
having thereafter filed a Memorandum Decision and being fully 
advised in the premises now makes and enters the following; 
K***, -tfglfr-g) 
sow OL)0 P*a8ii2 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. The Plaintiff is the owner and operator of a culinary 
water system for Cornish Town for the collection, purification and 
delivery of culinary water for and to the inhabitants of the Town 
of Cornish in Cache County, Utah. 
2. That Plaintiff owns water rights as hereinafter defined 
in and to two springs commonly known as the Pearson Spring and the 
Griffith Spring. Plaintifffs culinary water system is situated on 
and adjacent to said sprinqs. The collector lines, pipes and 
catch basins carrv the water from said sorings to the Plaintiff's 
reservoir and treatment facilities. 
I 
! 3. The Defendants are the owners of real property 
if 
[surroundina the Pearson Rorinq in Section 7 - 8 and 17 Township 14 
i 
iNorth, Ranqe 1 West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian and ore-
! J 
, sentlv receive water for culinarv and domestic ourposes at their 
.» home throuqh a private water line which is-connected to the 
j 
Plaintiff's line that carries water from the Pearson Soring to the! 
ii 
.•Plaintiff's reservoir and treatment facilities. 
j 
4. That bv deed ^ated the 2nd day of March, 1938 filed of ' 
' i 
record in ^OOK 1A of Deeds, page 14^ in~the office of the Recorder1 
1
 of Cache County, Utah, Emma Pearson, Lars W. Pearson, Gladys M. 1 
,, Pearson, Randoloh Pearson, Weslev Pearson, Lawrence Pearson, con- ' 
veved to Cornish Town all of their riqht, title and interest con- j 
|i sistinq of 4/5 interest as follows: 
j A riqht-of-wav, of ingress and eqress, including an | 
! easement for travel, and the right to construct, J 
| ooerate and maintain water pipe lines with all • 
• . -. I 
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accessories thereto, over the following described 
land, to-wit: 
Commencing at the East quarter corner of Section 17, 
in Township 14 North of Ranba One (1) West of the 
Salt Lake Base and Meridian and running thence West 
160 rods; thence North 20 feet; thence East 160 rods; 
thence South 20 feet to the place of beginning. 
Also, all the right, title and interest of the grantors 
in all water and water rights in and to one certain 
unnamed spring which arises at a point 800 feet South 
and 600 feet East of the Northwest corner of the 
North west quarter of the Southwest quarter cf Section 
8, Township 14 North of Ranqe One West of the Salt Lake 
Meridian, which said water is now being used and has 
been used for more than forty years on West half of the 
Southeast quarter of Section 8, Township 14 North of Range 
One West of the Salt Lake Meridian, 
Together with a right of way over the land of the qrantors 
includinq an easement for travel and the right to construct, 
operate and maintain water pipe lines with all accessories 
thereto, to carrv said water from spring to reservoir over 
the land described as follows: 
A 20 foot riant of way over the Southeast quarter of 
Section 8, and the Northeast quarter of Section 17, 
Township 14 North, Ranqe One West of the Salt Lake Base 
and Meridian. 
ij Grantors reserve the right to use water for human drinking 
j| and stockwatering purposes. This use to be confined to a 
ji water flow throuah a 3/4" tap, and grantee aarees to pipe 
j; the said water to the home of Lars Pearson for culinary 
if and domestic purposes. All water to be measured through 
•! a culinafv meter. 
it 
• j 5. Defendant's Predecessor in interest reserved the right to 
i: 
j* use water for human drinking and stock watering purposes. This 
i, 
jjuse to be confined to a water flow through a 3/4 inch tap and 
!i 
Grantees (Cornish) agreed to pipe the said water to the home of 
Lars Pearson, Defendant's predecessor, for culinary and. domestic 
purposes. All water to be measured through a culinary water 
meter. The tap is situated approximatelv 50 feet West of the 
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Defendants' residence. 
6. That the Defendants acquired the right, title and 
interest of Emma Pearson, Lars W. Pearson, Gladys M. Pearson, 
Randolph Pearson, Wesley Pearson and Lawrence Pearson, as it 
relates to the water right to be used throuqh the 3/4 inch tap. 
7, That Emma Marie Pearson Dobbs, the owner of an undivided 
one-fifth interest in and to the Spring set forth above, did not 
convev her interest to Cornish Town, but by deed conveyed such 
,| water riahts and real propertv to the Defendants herein as set 
i! 
forth in a deed dated the 11th day of October, 19<>8 and recorded 
in Book 115 at page 850, filinq no. 350208. 
8. The Plaintiff has alleged, in its complaint, that 
i 
i 
•' Plaintiff has acquired easements for travel in addition to those 
'! 
''expressed in the deeds set forth above. 
I 
i 
!l 9. The Court finds that Plaintiff's evidence has failed to 
'i 
ishow an open, notorious and continuous use of a defined access to . 
the reservoir or the Pearson Sprina for the prescriptive neriod of 
time, except for deeded riqht-of-wavs as hereinafter set forth. 
10. Th<* Court further finds that the riqht-of-wav to the 
Pearson Pprinq h«**s been constructed and maintained hy the 
Defendants and that the Plaintiff's use of said roa^ has been ner-
missive and not under a claim of right. 
i» 11. . The Court holds that the riqht-of-ways set forth in ! 
i 
I paraqraph * as they relate to the Pearson Sprinq are valid and ' 
' existing right-of-wavs of the nature, and to the extent and degree 
1
 as set forth herein. ! 
II 
12* The Court hereby finds that the riqht-of-wavs as 
herein set forth to the Griffiths Spring are valid and subsisting 
right-of-ways as set forth as defined and limited therein. 
Water Rights 
Pearson Spring 
13. The Court finds from the testimony of the witnesses that 
Cornish Town has not be reason of the nature of its improvements 
in the Pearson Spring Basin area, effectively controlled and 
appropriated all of the water coming from the Pearson Spring area, 
14. The Pearson Spring water flowing down Butler Hollow has 
been beneficially used by the Pearsons and their successors the 
Rollers. 
15. That Plaintiff's evidence has failed to show a five-year 
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| period of non-use from the Pearson Spring. 
16. That the Defendants are the owners of 1/5 interest in the; 
»l Pearson Sorinq to cover the irrigation period from April 1st to 
i! 
j| September 30th, toqether with year round stock watering rights as 
il 
i  set forth in the Kimball Decree under filing no. 6719. 
! i 
jl 17. That Defendants have the right to have their share of 
v/ater from Pearson Sprinq flow into Butler Hollow during the irri-
gation period as described above and for stock watering. 
18. That the Defendants are the owners of the rights to culi-j 
ij nary water from the Pearson Spring as set forth in the quit claim 
deed from Emma Pearson, et al, dated March 2, 1938. By reason 
jj thereof the Defendants are not an appropriator of the water and 
l! 
I  Defendants1 rights are fixed by the grant in the deed to Emma 
ftnrj t nns pufRxft 
I  
earson, et al and her successors in interest to an amount of 
water necessary for drinking, stock watering purposes, culinary 
and domestic purposes to include plants, shrubs, lawn, stock as 
used in a rural setting excluding the filling of a fish pond and 
crop land irrigation and related uses. 
19. That said use is not restricted by gallons per minute, 
but by the beneficial use of the water. 
20. The Court finds that the Defendants are entitled to 
receive the water but that Defendants are not entitled to say 
twhere thev receive it from, and that the source is not restricted 
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;Jsolely to the Pearson Spring. The Court finds that the Plaintiff 
J is entitled to determine where the union with the Cornish line 
•'will be located and shall thereafter provide and pipe through a 
3/4 inch tap to the home of the Defendants, culinary water as set 
'I forth in the deed. 
'
!
 21. The Court finds that the Pearson Soring water supply is 
II 
jnot one single soring, but may be composed of several springs. 
i 
22. Thst Defendants' Counterclaim for damaqes for the 
» 
•installation of a pipeline is hereby denied. 
,i 
;, Griffiths Sorinq 
,! 23. That on the 23rd dav of Auqust, 1938, by a judgment and 
•i 
»i final order of condemnation the town of Cornish became the owner 
ji 
'iof the followipq land, right-of-ways and water rights and right-
!; 
, of-ways as evidenced bv a iudgment and decree of condemnation 
li " " 
i filed August 24, 1938, to-wit: 
500? O'JD PACE827 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED: 
That water of a certain spring known and designated as 
the Griffiths Spring together with anv and all the water 
arising thereon or which may hereinafter rise therefrom 
together with a parcel of land known as the spring area 
hereinafter designated upon which the said water arises, 
described as follows:, 
Beginning at a point which is 2686*2 feet West and South 
64#0' 540 feet from the East quarter corner of Section 
17, Township 14 North Range, One West of the Salt Lake 
Base and Meridian, thence South 37 feet, thence West 300 
feet, thence North 300 feet, thence South 55*27' East 380 
feet, thence South 15 feet to the point of beginning. 
Containing 1.2 acres more or less. 
Toqether with a right-of-way to the spring area for the 
purpose of laying, maintaining Plaintiff's pipeline 
only over and across a strip of land 20 feet wide, 10 
feet on either side of the center line described as 
follows, to-wit: 
Beqinning at a point 2686.2 feet West of the East quarter 
corner of Section 17, Township 14 North, Ranqe One West 
of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, thence South 55'54' 
325 feet, thence South 89#2f West 230 feet. 
24. "he Decree further provided t ha t the town of Cornish 
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ishall deliver to the East fenceline of the spring area a suf-
ficient supply of water for culinarv and domestic purposes for the 
(Defendants' (Griffiths) use and for waterinq of a small lavm and 
for the waterinq of cattle and horses used then grazed uoon the 
.premises belonginq to the Defendant, situated in Cache Countv, 
/State of Utah, and more particularly described as follows: 
11 
!j Commencinq at a point 160 rods West of the East quarter 
j# corner of Section 17, Township 14 North, Ranqe One 
jj West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, running thence 
j! South 160 rods, thence West 80 rods, thence North 320 
1 rods, thence East 80 rods, thence South 160 rods to the 
place of beginning. 
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Also: The Northeast quarter of Section 18, Township 14 
North, Range One West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian. 
Containing 320 acres. 
25. The Defendants are the successors in interest to the 
Griffiths mentioned in the final order of condemnation. 
26. That the right-of-ways set forth above relating to the 
Griffiths Spring are valid and subsisting right-of-ways as defined 
and limited therein. 
27. The Court finds that the Plaintiff cannot acquire a pri-
vate use bv reason of public use. There was not evidence intro-
duced by the Plaintiff to describe periods of time for such pri-
vate or public use-particularly in view of at least three, 
possibly four, different routes used by the Plaintiffs on various 
occasions. Therefore, the Court finds that the use does not 
constitute the requirement of open, notorious and continuous use 
!j of a defined access to the reservoir or to the Griffiths Sprinq 
for the prescriptive period of time. 
28. That Plaintiff's usage of the two, three, and four dif-
ferent routes either by foot, or in some cases partially bv 
vehicle, does not constitute an easement by necessity as the 
Plaintiff had its own easement as defined and its- judgment and 
final order of condemnation. 
29. The reservation of water rights as set forth in the 
judgment and final order of condemnation dated the 23rd day of 
• j August, 1938 by-the Honorable Lewis Jones, does not constitute an! 
i 
i 
app rop r i a t i on of the water by the Defendants. The Defendants ' ! 
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water right is granted by the decree and final order of condem-
nation and goes with the land to the successors in interest of 
Andrew H. Griffiths et al who are the Defendants herein. 
30. That the water rights under the decree of condemnation 
are for culinary and domestic purposes and for watering of a small 
lawn and for the watering- of cattle and horses used and grazed 
upon the premises as set forth in the decree of condemnation. 
From the foregoing Findings of Fact the Court now makes 
and enters the following: 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Riqht-of-Wavs. That Plaintiff has failed to prove open, 
notorious and continuous use of a defined access to the Griffiths 
or Pearson Springs entitling Plaintiff to a right-of-way over the 
property of the Defendants' and bv reason thereof the Plaintiff is 
[(limited to the right-of-ways set forth in their deeds and judgment 
i 
and decree of condemnation. 
2. Water Rights. That the Defendants are entitled to a 
!] 
-•judgment and decree reaffirming the decreed water rights granted 
•to Andrew H. Griffiths, et al, under the judgment and order of 
i< 
• I 
^condemnation dated the 23rd dav of August, 1938, as it relates to 
J' 
lithe Griffiths Spring. 
1} 3. That judqment should enter decreeing that the Defendants 
I! 
jjare the owners of a right to a one-fifth in Pearson Spring to 
icover the irrigation period from April 1st to September 30th of 
!! 
!each year and for stock waterinq and domestic Durposes as adjudi-
cated in the Kimball Decree to flow down Butler Hollow. 
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4. That Defendants are not an appropriator of the tap water 
from the Cornish Municipal water system, but are the owners of a 
right to culinarv water as evidenced by a grant in a deed dated 
the 2nd day of March, 1938 from Emma Pearson, et al, and recorded 
in Book 74 of Deeds, page 144 in the office of the County Recorder 
of Cache County, in which the Defendants have a right to use water 
for human drinking and stock watering purposes. The use to be 
confined to the water flow throuqh a 3/4 inch tap and Cornish Town 
is to pipe said water to the home of the Defendants to include 
culinarv and domestic nurposes necessarv for drinkinq, stock 
watering purposes, plants, shrubs, lawn, stock as used in a rural 
V setting excluding the filling of a fish pond and crop land irriga-
tion and related uses. 
5. The Court concludes that the qrant of the water right is 
|not restricted solely to the source of water of Pearson Spring. 
The Court further concludes that the Plaintiff is entitled to 
i 
' determine where the union will be with the Cornish line and to 
• provide and pipe through a 3/4 inch tao to the home of Defendants 
{ I 
1, for the purposes set forth in the qrant. 
6. That Defendants are not entitled to prevail on 
M Defendants' Counterclaim. 
-ri . n / (ty^l 
DATED t h i s 2111 day of F&few>ry, 1980. /' 
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MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the 
above and foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW to the 
Plaintiff's Attorney, William L. Fillmore, OLSON, HOGGAN & 
SORENSON, P. 0. Box 525, 55 West Center Street, Logan, Utah 84321 
on this day of February, 1984. 
George W. Preston 
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ADDENDUM "B 
Georqe W. Preston 
HARRIS, PRESTON, GUTKE & CHAMBERS 
Attorneys for Defendants 
31 Federal Avenue 
Logan, Utah 84321 
Telephone: (801) 752-3551 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF CACHE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
CORNISH TOWN, A Utah Municipal * 
Corporation * 
Plaintiff, * 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE 
EVAN 0. ROLLER and MARLENE B. * 
ROLLER, husband and wife Civil No. 18267 
Defendants. 
THIS matter came on before the Court sitting without a jury 
on the 16th day of Februarv, 198?, and continuing thereafter to 
February 17, and 18, 198% Plaintiff aopearing by and throuah 
their counsel, L. Brent Hoacan and William L. Fillmore of the firm 
of OLSON, HOGGAN & SOREKSOM, LooAn, Utah; and the Defendants 
aooearinc in Person and beir.o represented bv their attorney, 
florae W. Preston of the fir- cf TIAR^IS, P^EP^On, GUTKE s 
CHAMBERS, Loqar,, Utah; and the Court havino heard the evidence in 
the above entitled matter air havinc taken the above entitled 
matter into consideration ard havinc heretofore announce^ its 
^ecisior froTt the bench ar^ havinq thereafter filed a Memorandum 
Decision anr) beinn fullv advised in the oremises and the court 
havinq heretofore made an^ entered its Findinas of Fact and 
Conclusion of Law, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED as 
follows: 
1. That the Defendants, Evan 0. Roller and M&rlene B. 
Roller, husband and wife are the owners of the following described 
property situated in Cache County, State of Utah, to-wit: 
The Southwest quarter and the Southeast quarter of 
Section 8 Township 14 North, Range One West of the 
Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and the Northeast quarter 
of Section 17 and parts of the South half of Section 
17 Township 14 North, Range One West of the Salt Lake 
Base and Meridian. 
2. That the Plaintiff is the owner of a 4/5 interest in and 
to the Pearson Sprinq and right-of-ways by virtue of a quit claim 
deed dated the 2nd dav of March, 1938 filed Jnlv 2, 1938 in Book 
74 of Deeds at Page 144 between Emma Pearson, Lars w. Pearson and 
wife Gladys M. Pearson, Randoloh Pearson, Wesley Pearson and 
Lawrence Pearson to Cornish Town as follows: 
A right-of-way, of ingress and eqress, includinc an 
easement for travel, and the right to construct, 
ooerate and maintain water nice lines with all 
accessories thereto, over the followinq described 
land, to-wit: 
Commencina at the Kast ouarter corner cf Section 1*?, 
in Townshio 14 Perth of Ranee One (1) west of the 
Salt Lske Base an** Meridian nr** runnino thence West 
1^0 rods; thence North 20 feet; thence ^ast 1^0 ro^c; 
thence South ?0 feet to the olace of heainnino. 
Also, all the right, title an^ interest oc. the Gratters 
in all i^ ater ar^ <-;ster ric'^ts ir- ?.nr tc or-*: cc-rt^i" 
unnamed sorinq which arises at a ooint 800 feet 9out:: 
and 600 feet East of the Northwest corner of the 
North west quarter of the Southwest ouarter of Section 
8, Township 14 North of Range One West of the Salt Lake 
^
N
-
,
'
K,s,os
- Meridian, which said water is now beinq used and has 
NNfvsiTiAft been used for more than fortv years on West halt of: the 
rwAHwn Southeast quarter of Section 8, Townwhio 14 North of Ranae 
. *,„„ "' One West of the Salt Lake .Meridian. 
Together with a right of wav over the land of the grantors 
includinq an easement for travel and the right to construct, 
operate and maintain water pipe lines with all accessories 
thereto, to carry said water from spring to reservoir over 
the land described as follows: 
A 20 foot right of wav over the Southeast quarter of 
Section 8, and the Northeast quarter uf Section 17, 
Townshio 14 North, Range One West of the Salt Lake Base 
and Meridian. 
Grantors reserve the right to use water for human drinking 
and stockwatering purposes. This use to be confined to a 
water flow through a 3/4" tap, and grantee agrees to pipe 
the said water to the home of Lars Pearson for culinary 
and domestic purposes. All water to be measured throuqh 
a culinarv meter. 
3. That on the 11th dav of October, 19*8, Emma Marie Dobbs 
conveyed to the Defenants, Evan 0. Koller and Marlene B. Koller by 
warrantv deed recorded November 7, 1968 in Book 115 of official 
records at Page 850, in the office of the Countv Recorder of Cache 
Countv, Utah, certsin real estate described therein tooether with 
all water and water riohts belonaino to or use'* in connection with 
or in anvwise accertsininc to the above described tracts of land 
3S ^escribe^ in tho warrant dee*2. 
Tr n ^ O l T t * " ^ ^ ^ r c C *". , ",&c\c \* " D ^ r r c - p , ; - a n / ' ^ ^ V f c - r ^ f 'Oc-zr^'^r* n p r y o ' - c ^ f Q 
72'"r** 0 . ' ' ^ l i ^ r r - ^ r ^ ^ j - ~r - ] s.c ^ r ^  e f^c f t ^ c r '•'it'" t h c ' - ' r t^r r i c ^ t 
t^ro'.<ch ^ 3 ^- i nc u *•~ c r<i *~ ^ i r^ i~i t u G cv i t ~ \ ~ i ^ ^?o / ? r* a t ^ d t ^° 
?n^ ^a*; of v n r ^ h , 1 ° * " . r : l ^ - T,*l • ^, -><^^ *;.- r - r - ~. * ^t <-,-,--"* c - <~ 
nace 1 ^ ' . 
•~. " h a t on t ^ e ?^rd ~»v o* ^ u n i s t , in^p» t h e D i s t r i c t C o u r t 
S H » \ 
MBIKS o f Carh^ Coun tv , ^tat*5 o^ Utah , bv ? Tudamont and f i n a l Orrjor of 
v f M ' l 
P4
-^  Condemnation ^e^rperl t^at th^ »-?ater of that certain Torino known 
v*nd designated as Griffiths Springs together with any and all 
water arising therein or which may arise therefrom together with a 
parcel of land known as the sprinq area b^ condemned, which 
premises and water was described as follows: 
Beginning at a point which is 2686,2 feet West and South 
64*0' 540 feet from the East quarter corner of Section 
17, Township 14 North Range, One West of the Salt Lake 
Base and Meridian, thence South 37 feet, thence West 300 
feet, thence North 300 feet, thence South 55*27' East 380 
feet, thence South 15 feet to the point of beginning. 
Containing 1.2 acres more or less. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the premises 
hereinafter described, be, and the same is herebv condemned to and 
for the use of the Plaintiff as a right of way across the lands of 
the Defendants to the sprinq area hereinabove described, for the 
purpose of laying and maintaing Plaintiffs' pipe line only, over, 
across and upon a strio of land twentv feet wide, ten feet on each 
side of a center line described as follows, to-wit: 
Beginning at a point 2686.2 feet West of the East quarter 
corner of Section 17, Township 14 North, Range One West 
of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, thence South 55*54' 
325 feet, thence South 89*2' West 230 feet. 
I* IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Plaintiff 
shall deliver to the East fence line of the sprina area hereina-
bove described, a sufficient suoolv of water for the culinarv and 
domestic nurnoses of the Defendants herein, and for watering of a 
small lawn, for the waterina of cattle and horses usino and qrazed 
UDon the premises beiongina to the Defendants situated in Cache 
Countv, State of Utah, more carticularlv described as follows, 
to-wit: 
Commencing at a ooint 1*0 rods West of the East quarter 
corner of Section 1"?, Township 14 North, Ranqe One 
West of the Salt T,ako Base and Meridian, runnincr thence 
South 160 rods, thence West 80 ro*s, thence North ?.?.0 
rods, therce ^ast tfo rods, thence South 160 ro^s to the 
r?lace of becinnina. 
Also: The Northeast quarter of Section IB, Tov/nshio 14 
North, Ranqe One West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian. 
Containina 3?0 acr^s. \s. I'Ki s m \ . 
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6. That Plaintiff brouqht the above entitled action for the 
purpose of auieting title and to the sorings for a determination 
of right-of-wavs and for the forfeiture of an interest in water 
owned by the Defendants by reason of nonuse. 
7. Rights-of-Wav. It is herebv ORDERED, ADJUDGED and 
DECREED that Plaintiff has failed to prove ooen, notorious and 
continuous use of a defined access to either the Griffiths or the 
Pearson Springs entitlinq Plaintiff to a right-of-way over the 
propertv of the Defendants and bv reason thereof, the Plaintiff is 
limited to the rights-of-wav as set forth in the Plaintiff's deeds 
and the Judgment and Decree of Condemnation. That such riqht-of-
wavs are valid and exist as set forth in the instrument creating 
the riqht-of-wav. 
8. Water Riohts - Griffiths ?nrinc. It is further ORDERED, 
ADJUDGED and DECREED that the Defendants arp. t^e owners of decreed 
water riohts oranted to Andrew H. Griffiths et al under the 
Judament an* Order of Condemnation dated the ??rd ^5v of Auqust, 
19 *£ as it relates to Griffiths Snrino to include "a sufficient 
SVTTCIV o^ water ^c^r fi-<~ r*ulinarxr ar«d ^or'ectic rvir^^0^^ cr/" for 
w*?itprir,r a sw*? 11 i ~*f•'n • ~^^ for the x*y*?t**ri rc of! c•? 111& ?n^ h°r ^ e c 
used and oraze^ ur^on tup nremises. 
°. I7at^r ~:iohtn - ^^.rson Pnrjnpn. It is further 0?D p^E r) / 
ADJUDGED and D^C^EED th?t t^e Defendants ^re the own^r o r ^ ope-
fiftb interest in Pearson Snrinq to cover the irria^tion periods 
from Aoril 1 to ^°ptemb«r ?»Q of each vear an^ for domestic, -ir/ 
«43?i stock ^aterinc as a^iudicated in the Kimhall Decree r^JKC. r^i\o 
and W.U.C. 6716 to flow down Butler Hollow as designated. 
10. It is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that the 
Defendants are the owners of a riqht to culinary water as evi-
denced by a reservation in the deed dated the 2nd day of March, 
1938 from Emma Pearson et al and recorded in Book 74 of Deeds at 
Page 144 in the office of the Recorder of Cache County, Utah, in 
which the Defendants have a right to use water for human drinking 
and stock watering purposes. The use to be confined to a water 
flow through a 3/4 inch tap, with Cornish to pipe said water to 
the home of Evan 0. Roller and Marlene B. Roller and their suc-
cessors for culinary and domestic purposes to include plants, 
shrubs, lawn, stock watering purposes as used in a rural setting 
excluding the filling of a fish pond and crop land irrigation and 
related usaaes. 
11. The Court concludes that the arant of the water right is 
not restricted solely to the source of water of Pearson Sr>rino. 
The Court further concludes that the Plaintiff is entitled to 
determine where the point of diversion from the Cornish line will 
be and to orovide and oioe through a ?/4 inch tar) to the home of 
the Defendants for the purooses set forth in the arant, to include 
watering of olants, shrubs, lawns, stock waterina, water for aori-
cultur^ ^orestic ourocses, drinkinc water, indoor olumMnc r^r" 
ot^er customary residential culinary domestic uses to exclude the 
use of the water in a fish nond and croo land irrigation and 
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12. It is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that the 
Pearson Spring is not one single spring but may be composed of 
several springs in the vicinity of the Cornish collection basin. 
13. It is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that all of 
the water in the Pearson Spring area has been fully "appropriated' 
bv the parties hereto. 
14. It is fruther ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that the 
Defendant's Counterclaim should be dismissed. 
DATED this ^i_ 3ay of FeSrnary, 1984. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I herebv certify that I mailed a true and correct copv of the 
above and foreaoinq JUDGMENT AND DECREE to the Plaintiffs' 
Attorney, William Fillmore, P. 0. Box 525, 5^ *?est Center Street, 
Loqan, Utah 84321 on this dav cf February, 1^84. 
g 
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QUITCLAIM DEED. 
EMMA PEARSON, LARS PEARSON and v.ife, Gladys U. Pearson, Randolph Pearson, Lesley Pearson, and Lawrence 
Pearson, Grantors, of Cornish, Cache County, State of Utah, hereby quitclaim to CORIIISH T07/N, a Municipal 
Corporation of the State of utah, Grantee, for the sum of OIJE AND NO/lOO DOLL/RS, the following described trects 
of land in Cache County, ^ tete of Utah, to-wit: 
A right-of-way, of ingress and egress, including an easement for travel, end the right to construct, 
ooerate, and maintain water pipe lines with all accessories thereto, over the follov.lng described land, to-wit; 
Commencing at the East Quarter corner of Section 17, in Township 14 North of Range One (1) iVest of "the 
Salt Lake Base end Meridian, and running thence West 160 rods; thence Worth 20 feet; thence East 160 rod£; 
thence South 20 feet to the place of beginning. 
ALSO: All the right, title and interest of the Grantors in all water and water rights in and to one 
certain unnamed spring which arises at a point 800 feet South and 600 feet East of the Northwest corner of the 
Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of Section 8, Township 14 ^ orth of Fange One nest of the Salt Lake 
Meridian, which said water is now being used end has been used for more than forty years on the West half of 
the Southeast Quarter of Section 8, Township 14 North of Range One ftest of the Salt Lake Meridian. 
TOGETHER with a right of way over the land of the grantors, including an easement for travel and the right 
to construct, operate and maintain water pipe lines with all accessories thereto, to carry said water from said 
spring to a reservoir, over the land described as follows• 
A twenty (20) foot right of way over the Southeast Quarter of Section Eight (8), end the Northeast 
Quarter of Section 17, Township 14 North of Range One V«ect of the Salt Lake Base end Meridian. 
Grantors reserve the right to use water for human drinking apd stock-watering purposes. This use to be 
confined to a water flow through a 3/4f! tao, and grantee agrees to pipe the said water to the home of Lars 
Pe£r3on, for culinary &nd domestic purposes. All water to be measured through a culinary meter. 
'.VITMESS the hands of the Grantors this 2nd day of .March, A.D. 1938. 
&nma Pearson 
Lars Vi Pearson 
Signed in the Presence of Gladys Ivl Pearson 
Randolph Pearson 
Newel G. Deines Wesley Pearson 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF CACHE ) SS. 
Lawrence Pearson 
On this 2nd day of March, A,D. 1933, before me a Notary Public in and for the said county and State 
aforesaid, personally appeared EflLMA PEARSON, LARS PEARSON *nd wife, GLADYS M. PEARSON, RANDOLPH PEARSON, 
LESLEY PEARSON, and LAiYRENCE PEARSON, the signers of the fqfregoing instrument, who duly acknowledged to me 
. ^
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WARRANTY DEED ,N °™* ^2 ur (icconl 
PAft i4.l9 
CKETIAJJ.S^IIH 
wEMMA MARIE DOBHS, g r a n t o r of C o r n i s h , Cache (^rtf$°,U1Jt& c ,0™E5[ 
h e r e b y CONVEYS AND Y/A< RANTS t o EVAN 0 . KOLLER and MARLENE B. *> " 
' KOLLER, husband and w i f e a^ j o i n t t e n a n t s and no t a s t e n a n t s i n 
common with f u l l n r h t s of surv ivorship , grantees of Weston, 
Franklin County, Tdato, for the oum of f l9 .065 f 06> o f t h e follow-
inc described t r a c t s t f land m Jn<he County, Utah, t o - w i t : 
• * 4 / 
ADDENDUM nD n 
Tract r/ 1. Tit '»Tu t caat '^ u* r 
lU- North R n
 4 1 Uc ,1 i It L N 4\ 
for road an^ 1 Acre for n . t ,. \ 
t« oi Miction 17, Township 
i ^  i n, Leca 3*10 acres *• 
v Net 150.90 acres. 
Tract # 2, Beginnln, at the 
quarter of Section o To1 nr'iin lh 
Meridian, running thence North 1. 
thence South 80 rods, thoriwi L s 
thence South2°3ul E< ct alon^ the 
of Section S, thence We^t 190c? f 
containing 97 acres; Also, bct in 
of Section o, said Tmn-Vp ru 
North SO rods, tunce Wet'7^J t 
South 2° 36« Erst nlon the jal 
said Section S, thtnee East uoo 
.containing 21l* acres, mare or It 
IIS.5) 
Suuthw< st Corner of the Southeast] 
IV th Rungr 1 Went Salt Lake 
0 l-uus, thence East SO rods, 
0?? ft et, to County Road, 
^ i road to the South line 
tot to the place of beginning 
nln °t the Southeast corner 
. • ;ind running thence 
ft to the County Road thence 
rura to t ne South line of 
l»it to the place of beginning 
ss (Total acreage in Tract 2, 
>»^r«»v «"»*<r» ^  
Tract 1. Beginning at the Soithvcst corner of Section 9 
Township 14- North Rr.wre 1 We-t 01 the Salt Lake Meridian and 
running thence Eant 1*1.75 chainn mor or less to a noint on the 
East line of the West Cache dnal, thence North 1S*30' East ' 
9.^0 chains, thence North 12°05« West 11.^0 chains to a point s 
20 chains North and 15.27 car ins East of the point of beginning, | 
thence West 15.27 chains, thenci* Soutn 20 chains to the place ' I 
f of beginnirj, contrlntn 1?. 0 r u m Tiore or lean. 
'• t 
Tract # ^.Beflnninj at t»u Nortl^ -ost corner of*the North- • 
west quarter of Section lu, To nship iK North Rrnge 1 West 
8alt Lake neridian runnin^ thence South 19.28 chains, thence I 
J Northeasterly following the West b nk of the West Cache Canal 
to the North line of the srid Section 16, thence West along the . 
I North line of the saia °ection lo, 13.50 chains more .or less 
to the place of beg-lnnln^ coni1 Ing 14-.50 acres,more or lesBM ,s 
Subject to mortsrn^ e on the aove property In ravar of Federal 
Land Bank of Berkley upon which the balance is about $2065.OS. 
WITNESS the ha.id of said rrantor ti is 25 day of January 
i960. 
Signed in the presence \6m& yZstslx^ 
STATE Or UUi l ) 
( Si 
COUNTY OF CACHE ) 
On the 2-X" day of S* ) 19/0» personally appeared beiore ( 
\ me, Emma Tarie Dobbs, the jif;i er ) 
! of the within instruiawi.L, who ( 
,. J duly acknowledged to me that bhe ) 
^'ift'.'hil'.fcYflWitfid t.ha s a m e - ( <*1C'» 4 ^execu ed he e.
\m\0 I • * Notary Publi 
v* ^ 0 1 i t f c&lding a t : Logan, Utah 
* . i-^fc'Commission Expires: 
•
fmlV > 
4.*-C0ltDlKG DATA 
Entry No. Fee 0 ' 
i ecorded __ Indexed 
Platted Abstracted 
Compared Delivered 
E A r i i J B l I ' J - u ' 
9H^ Nov / 10 IB WES 
PYHTKTT 10 • ADDENDUM " E ' 
EXHIBIT 10
 HB00K u 5 QFRECORO - "y^r , ?*GE 850 
W-A-R-R-A-N-T-Y. D-E-E-D METtt*.$WTH 
COUNTY RECORDER 
PUT" 
EMMA MARIE DQBBS, Grant©* o f I d a h o , h e r e b y CONVEYS and WARRANTS t o '
E UTY
 &&*-
EVAN 0. KOUER and MARLENE B, XOLLER, husband and wife, as Joint tenanti with 
full rights of survivorship and not is tenants in common, Grantees of Wiaton, 
Idaho, 
for and in consideration of the sum of One Dollar and other valuable consideration 
the following described land situated in Cache County, Utah, to-wit: 
1. The Northeast quarter of Section 17, Township 14 North of Range 1 West of the 
Salt Lake Base and Meridian, containing 160 acres, more or less, excepting 
th«refrom the County Road. 
2. Beginning at the Northwest corner of the Northwest quarter of Section 16, 
Township 14 North of Range 1 West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and running 
thence South 19.28 chains; thence in a Northeasterly direction following the 
West bank of the West Cache Irrigation Company's canal to the North line of said 
Section 16j thence West along the North line of said Section 16, 13.50 chains, 
more or less, to the place of beginning and further described asbeing all that 
part of the Northwest quarter of Section 16, Township \k North of Range 1 west 
of the Salt Lake ^ase and Meridian, lying and being West of the right of way of the 
West Cache Irrigation Company canal, containing 14.5 acres, more or less. 
3. Beginning at the Southwest comer of Section 9, Township Ik North of Range 1 
West of the Salt lake Base and Meridian, and running thence East along section 
line 1^.75 chains, more or les*, to a point on the East line of the West Cche Canal; 
thence North 18 30« East 9.M) chains; thence North 12 05' West 11.40 chains to a 
point 20 chains North and 15.27 chains East of theplace of beginning; thence West 
15.27 chains; thence South 20 chains to the place of beginning, containing 32.5 
acres, mora or less. 
k. The West half o£ the Southeast quarter of Section 8, Township 14 North of 
Range 1 West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian; containing 80 acres, mora or 
less. 
5. The Southeast Quarter of the Southeast quarter of Section 8, Township 14 North 
of Range 1 West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, less County Road, containing 
39«50 acres, more or less. 
Together with any grid all water or water rights belonging to, or used on or in 
connection with, or in any wise appertaining to all of the above described tracts 
of land in this Warranty Deed however evidenced. 
This deed is made to correct an error in the description of the Warranty Deed 
from aid Grantor to said Grantees dated January 25, I960 and thereafter recorded 
in the office of the Cache County Recorder, Boodk 42 at page 1*19, it having been 
intended by said Grantor to convey all the property aid Grantor received by that 
deed dated October 18, 1957 and recorded the office of the Cache County Recorder, 
in Book 23, filing no. 290084. 
Us 
WITNESS the hand of said Grantor this l±Z d«y ofQCQ4-v . A. D. 1968. 
ajyna,^± ^U4k 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of t**^ 
On this Jj_^ day of Q*EA»~-+
 f A, D. 1968, personally appeared before me 
Gsma Marie Dobbs, the signer of the foregoing instrument, who duly ackn^ljp^ged' to,, 
me that &e executed the same. / W .^/\ 
Notary Public r .: ^
 m ''&•. .-, 
Residing in ^Ul^'jp^!*. Jj 
My commission expires: *} • / q- Q 3. ', **. ^ ^ * ° l /Cb-
\*\i -<&y 
BOOK 1 1 5 P * & 8 5 0 
O R I G I N A L :v 
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATION OF WATER 
IMPLICATION N O . 1365Q 
NAME A N D A D D R E S S O F A P P R O P H I A T O R 
SOURCE O F SUPPLY PEARSQII SPRIM},, 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOY/H OF COHNTSHT COBKTSH, 1TTAH 
CAffiffi - C O U N T Y , UTAHi . 
CERTIFICATE NO. . _232 
r\TJiit PTVTTP .DRAINAGE 
QUANTITY O F WATER 
PERIOD A N D NATURE O F U S E . 
yTTTY-STY TroiKAKTmre (o .n«;6) ? T C O H D - F O O T PRIORITY O F R I G H T . LARCH 9 , 1916 
ja i iupy i TO Treramyp 314 TTTCTTTSTW . TOR nrtrraTTn Aim tnmiCTPAi. Pimposra 
Jfflfyereas, It has been made to appear to the satisfaction of the undersigned thai the appropriation of water has been perfected in accordance with th 
of Utah; fEfiertforr, Be it known that J, T . H. HTHLfPtreflYfi the duly appointed, qualified and acting State Engineer, by autht 
the Laws of Utah, do hereby certify that said appropriator is entitled to the use of water as herein set out, subject to prior rights, if any, for diversion c 
as follows, Uhwii:— 
The water ia c o l l e c t e d by means of 780 f t . of 4" t i l e pipe, which dischargea i n t o a concrete intake box located a t t h e point of 
of the spring, thence d i v e r t e d and conveyed through 3750 f t . of 6" pipe and 2000 f t . of i>- pipe t o a reinforced concrete d i s t r ibut ion 
vo ir , from which i t i s re l eased as needed and conveyed by pipe a further d i s tance of 4700 f t . to the Town of Cornish, where i t i s disi 
through l a t e r a l pipes end used by the inhabitants o f t h e Town from January 1 to December 3 1 , inc lus ive of each and every year, as a si 
t a l supply for domestic and municipal purposes. 
The point of d iver s ion from the spring, already referred t o , i s located U. 4720 f t . and S. 3640 f t . from the NE Cor. Sec . 8 , T. J 
R. .1 W.t SLEfcU. The d i s t r i b u t i o n reservoir has ins ida dimensions of 20 1 x 20« x 1 0 . 5 1 and i a located W. 2120 f t . and N. 19 f t . from t 
Cor. S e c . 17, T. H H. f R. 1 T7., SLBtll. The place o f use within the Town of Cornish embraces parts of the S i Sec. 33 and WjSWi Sec . 
T. 15 N . , R. 1 H. t SLBfcU., and HW± and WjSWj S e c . 3, E i , N£lW±, and SjSWi S e c . 4 , MSjNSi and Ei Sec . 9 , "*i and NE± S e c . 10 , Wj Sec . 15 
EjjSEi, and SW S^E* Sec . 16 , NZ£ Sec . 21 , and NEfi S e c . 22, T. H N . , R. 1 U. , SLS8ck\ 
,3a fB'dnt** J&tprtot, / has* hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of my office tki*„. 27 .day of~ .JJCVEUBER. 
"AT* CNOINEC 
tTJ 
hn c^  
ADDENDUM "G" 
10-7-4. Water tapply - Aoqul*i(loa - Coodrtnaatio* 
- Protest - Sp<dai c4*ctlo«. 
The board of commissioners, city council or 
board of trustees of any dty or town may acquire, 
purchase or lease all or any part of any water, 
waterworks system, water supply or property 
connected therewith, and whenever the governing 
body of a dty or town shall deem it necessary for 
the public good such dty or town may bring 
condemnation proceedings to acquire the uunc; 
provided, that if within thirty days after the p***agc 
and publication of a resolution or ordinance for the 
purchase or lease or ooodcrnnation herein provided 
foe ooe-third of the resident taxpayers of the d ty or 
town, as shown by the assessment rofl, ttuB protest 
•gainst the purchase, lease or condemnation 
proceedings con templa ted , such p roposed 
purchase, lease or condemnation shall be referred to 
t speciaJ election, and if confirmed by a majority 
vote thereat. shaJI take effect; otherwise it dull be 
void. In aii condemnation proceedings the value of 
land affected by the taking must be considered in 
connection with the water or water rights taken for 
the purpose of supplying the d ty or town or the 
inhMbiunU thereof with water. ttsj 
jl-7-13. Rlgot of emtry on ptxmhcM of water m*er. 
sjl authorized persons connected with the 
jtterworks of any dty or town shall have the right 
10 enter upon any premisea furnished with water by 
pdj dty or town to examine the apparatus, the 
goount of water used and the manner of use, and to 
auke all necessary shatoffs for vacancy, 
fcfcnqucncy or violation of the ordinances, rules or 
ftsiilstions enacted or adopted by such dty or 
tyru. t**J 
H4>14. Water a*d ttght - Spcdal tax to< -
gtfritcfTitoclal J«rt*Uctk>«. 
Tbcy may lay out, construct, open and keep in 
gmtir canals, water ditches or water pipes to 
looduct water for artifidaJ • light and power 
-arposes, and construct, own and operate artifidaJ 
Ert and power plants: may construct, own and 
operate water pipes foe irrigation^ domestic or 
aAer use for the inhabitants of the town; and may 
atmully assess and collect a spcdal tax of not to 
tccccd four mills on the dollar for such purposes 
tpoo tl! the property in nV town. For the purpose 
d procccting the water used for culinary and 
domestic uses from pollution thdr jurisdiction shall 
mend over the stream or source from which the 
rtlcr is taken for ten maVs above the point from 
riich it is taken from the natural stream. i**J 
10-7-14. Rales and regulations for as* of water. 
Every dty and town may enact ordinances, rules 
and regulation! for the management and conduct of 
the waterworks system owned or controlled by It. 
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THE COURT: We'll proceed with Cornish Vs. Koller| 
I believe the plaintiff is requesting that the temporary 
order, temporary restraining order, be made permanent pend-| 
ing the final resolution of the matter. 
MR. HOGGAN: That's correct, your honor. I 
think it will be helpful to the court if I were to make an 
opening statement about the case. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. HOGGAN: We'll be talking generally about 
two water sources. One of them will be referred to in the 
testimony as the Pearson Spring. The other one will be 
referred to as the Griffin Spring. 
MR. PRESTON: Griffiths, i-t-h-s. 
MR. HOGGAN: The water that's collected from the 
Pearson Spring comes down in a line to a reservoir--actual-| 
ly there are two reservoirs, and the water from the Griffin 
Spring comes into the same reservoir. Then the water is 
taken out of this reservoir down into the city's culinary 
water system. The line that comes out of Pearson Spring 
starts out as a six-inch water line, goes to a point that 
nobody knows, because apparently it wasn't recorded, and 
then goes into a four-inch water line, and maintains a four 
1 inch line until it goes into the reservoir. 
2 The defendant owns the property whereon the Pear-
3 son Spring is situated, also owns the property whereon the 
4 Griffith Spring is situated, with the exception I think 
5 it's about a 1.2-^cr^! parcel where the spring site is it-
6 self located* He owns all the property whereon the Grif-
7 fith Spring and the collection system that goes into the 
8 Griffith Spring is situated. 
9 The defendant has built a home, it would be east 
10 of this line; on this map north is in this direction, 
11 In 1938 some people by the name of Pearson made 
12 a deed to Cornish, and the deed provides among other 
13 things that it includes all the right, title, and interest 
14 of the grantors in all water and water rights in and to 
15 one certain unnamed spring, which arises at a point 800 
16 feet south and 600 feet east of the northwest corner, and 
17 so on, and goes on to locate it, and that is the Pearson 
18 Spring. Then the deed says, ,fThe grantors reserve the 
19 right to use water for human drinking and stockwatering 
20 purposes/1 So after conveying all the water rights they 
21 had, they made a reservation of some right, and the deed 
22 says that right—it says this is to be confined to a water 
23 flow through a three-quarter inch tap, and grantee agrees 
24 to pipe said water to the home of Lars Pearson for culi-
25 nary and domestic purposes, all water to be measured 
1 through a cul inary meter. 
2 Now I think the evidence w i l l show that the Lars 
3 Pearson residence i s no longer in e x i s t e n c e , that a f t er 
4 t h i s deed was made there was a water l ine that was in fact 
5 connected at a point on t h i s l ine connecting Pearson 
6 Springs with the reservo ir to go down to the Lars Pearson 
7 residence* We don't know the s i z e of that l ine for c e r -
8 t a i n , but we have been told by Mr. Roller that instead of 
9 i t being a three-quarter inch i t i s a one-inch l i n e . The 
10 ac t ion which the Town of Cornish seeks here to res tra in 
11 i s the defendant i s apparently claiming the r ight which 
12 Lars Pearson reserved in t h i s deed in 1938 to use t h i s same) 
13 water for that same purpose, and apparently the volume of 
14 water or the pressure that the defendant i s ge t t ing from 
15 that e x i s t i n g l ine to h is home and other f a c i l i t i e s here 
16 i s not s u f f i c i e n t , so he has laid a larger l i n e , which we 
17 b e l i e v e to be a four- inch l i n e merging into poss ib ly a 
18 three and then into a two-inch line* up and connecting--he 
19 has not connected, h e f s i n s t a l l e d the l ine - -connect ing 
20 above where th i s e x i s t i n g takeoff was connected. 
21 The evidence w i l l show that i f the defendant 
22 were allowed to connect a four- inch l ine to t h i s water 
23 l i n e t h a t ' s flowing from Pearson Spring into the reservoir 
24 that in fact i t would take a l l of the water or cer ta in ly 
25 most of the water from the Pearson Spring and appropriate 
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it to this residence* The result of that would be an in-
adequate supply of water into the reservoir, for one 
thing, and for a second thing the Griffith Spring has a 
very high nitrate count. The evidence will show one test 
of I believe 12*75 milliliters of nitrogen, where the 
acceptable limit is ten, and the way the city or the town 
is able to still use the water out of the Griffith Spring 
is to take water from the Pearson Spring, which has a 
much lower nitrate count, and mix it with the water from 
the Griffith Spring, and the combined total brings the 
average of the nitrate" count down below an acceptable 
limitation. 
The Griffith Spring is a decreed right. It was 
acquired by condemnation action in this court back in 1938. 
The Pearson Spring right has never been adjudicated, al-
though the city or the town in 1938 received an appropria-
tion from the State Engineer of an amount of water out of 
Pearson Spring* In fact, the city claims, in addition to 
that appropriated right by the State Engineer, a diligence 
claim and a right under this deed from Pearson to all of 
the water which flows out of the Pearson Spring except 
that portion of the water which the defendant may be 
entitled to under the deed which I've made reference to. 
And I think that the issues which ultimately have] 
to be determined are what the city, the town, acquired 
6 -
under that deed in 1938, what rights if any the city has 
in the Pearson Spring, if any, in addition to what it re-
ceived from that deed, what rights the city has by reason 
of the appropriation of the State Engineer in 1938, and 
what rights it may have as a diligence claim in addition 
to that dating back to 1903. 
And then correspondingly there will be the issue 
of what rights, if any, the defendant has in addition to 
what that deed in 1938 calls for, that three-quarter inch 
tap, and the court, I guess, is going to be asked to 
construe the meaning of that deed, those words in that 
deed. And obviously those are matters which are going to 
require time to adjudicate. 
The thing that we seek here to restrain is simply] 
the connection of a line to the city's water system until 
the water rights of the respective parties can be adjudica-j 
ted. 
MR. PRESTON: Your honor, I wonft address each 
of the allegations of Mr. Hoggan because, one, in the 
interest of time I don't want to answer each one of them. 
Secondly, therefs only one really material question, and 
that was the latter question: whether or not Mr. Roller 
can attach. 
First of all, by way of background, let me say 
this. The Pearson land was in a fashion such as that (draw 
1 ing on the blackboard)• The Pearson Spring never resided 
2 on the Pearson land. The Pearsons lived down here where 
3 Mr. Roller's present house is. They received the water 
4
 down through a flow down what we call a Butler Hollow. 
5 There was a large hollow that comes in here, and the 
6
 springs came down there. There's certain filing with the 
7
 State Engineer, and when we get into the trial of this case 
8 of course, one of the questions is, is in fact Cornish 
9 taking water out of the springs which they think they own, 
10 and that's an ongoing question. 
11 But for now the question is this: Cornish has 
12 two reservoirs, one spring. We concede that the nitrate 
13 content of that spring is rather high. They seek to dilute 
14 a spring of this nitrate content with another spring of, 
15 up here, of .875, so really both of the springs technical-
ly ly have very, very high nitrate quantities. What happens 
I7 I is it causes—nitrates in small children will tend to 
cause crib deaths; deprives the blood of the ability to 
absorb oxygen, and that's where they think crib deaths 
18 
19 
2 0
 have occurred. 
21 At any r a t e , t h i s spring i s reasonably low. As 
22
 I a r e s u l t of the pipe being in the ground for years and 
23 years and years , the pipe being corroded to Mr. Ro l l er ' s 
2 4
 house, i t i s a one-inch pipe, i t has v i r t u a l l y — i t has 
25 s t a t i c pressure, when the tap i s open i t i s impossible to 
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1 get more than just s i x or seven or e ight gal lons per min-
2 ute through the pipe, because the pipe i s corroded; there -
3
 f o r e , the aperture through which the water flows i s very 
4
 r e s t r i c t e d . So Roller has in the l a s t few days, from his 
5 house back up to t h i s point , placed a l i n e , and the l ine 
6
 s t a r t s out at four inches , down to three inches* 
7
 Now regardless of whether t h i s i s a s i x - , e ight- , ] 
8 or ten- inch , we understand and we agree that there w i l l be 
9
 a r e s t r i c t i o n on t h i s l ine at the point which i t comes 
10 in to Ro l l er ' s house of a three-quarter inch fcap. Now the 
11 f a c t that we're i n s t a l l i n g a larger l ine i s n ' t in the 
12 town's detriment but i s for R o l l e r ' s b e n e f i t , because the 
13 c i t y has a reservoir , and so the inhabitants of the c i t y , 
14 i f they have a f ire or something they have a reservo ir to 
15 draw from, which i s very b e n e f i c i a l . Rol ler i s above the 
16 J r e s e r v o i r . He has no reservo ir other than the l ine storag^ 
and so he seeks to create a re servo ir by v i r tue of l ine 
s t o r a g e . 
Now i f i t flows out of a three-quarter inch tap 
down here, i t doesn't matter what l ine storage you have, 
you're r e a l l y not going to take any of Cornish's water. 
22 I Cornish, by virtue of the attachment of t h i s p ipe , w i l l 
23 not be damaged one b i t . Cornish has other a v a i l a b l e water 
24 s u p p l i e s . 
2 5
 What Mr. Hoggan d idn ' t t e l l you i s that Cornish 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
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has a well and a pump on that well. They have got two 
other sources of water in addition to the well that is 
available to them, which they simply don't want to use 
for one reason or another, both of which or neither of 
which have a nitrate problem, yet Cornish Town says we're 
depriving them of their water, when the fact of the matter 
is that Cornish Town is depriving Roller of his water, be-
cause under that decree it's reserved to Roller. 
Now the attachment of a four-inch line to this 
line will be no effect other than to drain off what Roller 
is going to use« He's not going to waste the water, but 
he would like at least enough water so that when the wife 
wants to do the clothes washing and he wants to flush a 
toilet that the water flow will accommodate both things 
at once. 
Right now if he would have a fire in his place 
he would burn to the ground; because of this injunction 
he'd burn to the ground because he doesn't have enough 
water to fight afire with, and that is the effect, "that 
is the effect of this injunction upon him right now. 
They're jeopardizing his entire place simply because they 
won't let him attach a pipe to that water line. 
And I have some question as to whether or not thajt 
city owns the whole pipe line. They don't even have a 
deeded right of way above the Pearson property onto the 
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Pearson Spring, because the Pearsons- - le t me explain t h i s . 
The Pearsons own everything east* The Pearsons did not 
own the property upon which the a l leged Pearson Spring 
r e s i d e s at the present t ime. So there are r ights of way 
up to the Pearson land, and from that point on there ' s a 
p i p e l i n e . 
Now I am sure the c i t y has some in teres t in that 
p ipe , t h e r e f s no question about i t , but I don't think that 
c i t y ' s i n t e r e s t i s such a superior i n t e r e s t that i t would 
prevent the owner of the land from attaching a pipel ine 
to a spring which re s ides on h i s property. 
One other po int , and that's the l a s t po int . When 
the c i t y got the deed from the Pearsons^-a copy of that 
deed i s in the f i l e ~ I think there were four children that 
signed that deed, the mother and four ch i ldren . The mother] 
had a l i f e e s ta te i n t e r e s t in the property. The four 
chi ldren had an undivided o n e - f i f t h each i n t e r e s t in the 
property. The one ch i ld that refused to s ign the deed to 
the c i t y in that spring was a person by the name of Emma 
Marie Dobbs, and she i s the predecessor in in teres t to the 
defendant in th i s c a s e , Evan Ro l l er . He received from 
her a warranty deed to the property which conveyed him not 
only the property where h i s home s i t s now but a l l of her 
r i g h t , t i t l e , and i n t e r e s t in and to that spr ing . So that 
the town does not own a l l . Not only tha t , i t ' s a quite l a i d 
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deed. 
MR. HOGGAN: I wonder i f , in view of what Mr. 
Preston has sa id , the i ssue can' t be submitted on the basis] 
of the request for a temporary res tra in ing order on a con-
s t ruc t ion of that deed. Now what Mr. Preston i s saying, 
I take i t , i s that when i t says in the deed ffGrantor r e -
serves the right to use water for human drinking and stock-] 
watering purposes, t h i s use to be confined to a water flow 
through a three-quarter inch t a p , " now I take i t from what 
Mr. Preston i s saying i s that we're going to run a four-
inch l ine up here and connect i t at t h i s po int , and then 
we're going to come down here and put a three-quarter inch 
tap on i t . 
THE COURT: That fs what I thought he jus t sa id . 
MR. HOGGAN: That's what I thought he said too . 
MR. PRESTON: That's what I s a i d . 
MR. HOGGAN: At what point does the tap occur? 
Is the tap where you tap into the l ine? I submit to you 
that r e a l l y what he ' s e n t i t l e d to i s to tap onto that with 
a three-quarter inch connect ion. 
THE COURT: What's the di f ference? 
MR. HOGGAN: The d i f ference i s that t h e - - w e l l , 
i t ' s two or three t h i n g s . One of i t i s the matter of 
c o n t r o l . If you run that four- inch l ine down here and put 
the tap on there , you have no way of c o n t r o l l i n g anything 
12 -
that happens in that line, and he can go up any place 
above that and connect onto that line, and I've got another! 
lawsuit over whether he's living by the rule. 
Another thing is the pressure buildup in that 
four-inch line. You can get more water through a three-
quarter inch tap if it's down there than you can get througjh 
a three-quarter inch tap there, because you've got I think 
something like 200 feet of fall from here to here that 
creates a great head of pressure and will force it out 
through that tap at that point at a greater velocity than 
if you put it up here. 
Now I think that that construction of the water 
coming through the tap at this point is further fortified 
by the fact that all the water is to be measured through a 
culinary meter, as the last line in the deed says. And a 
three-quarter inch meter at this point simply wouldn't work 
of 
I submit, because/the pressure that that would exert on the] 
meter. If the tap comes out three-quarter inch, put the 
meter at this point, and then he wants to run the water 
into a four-inch line or a three-inch line, we'd have no 
objection to that, your honor. 
MR. PRESTON: Your honor, may I say this? The 
deed that is drawn so artfully there was drawn by a man 
by the name of Newel G. Daines, who happened to be the at-
torney for Cornish. If I remember ray rules on construe-
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1 tion of documents, that a document is construed most 
2
 strongly in favor of the person that is not the author of 
3 that document, so if there fs to be a construction of docu-
4
 ments it would appear that it is to be more favorably con-
5 strued to the Rollers and more unfavorably construed 
6
 against the City of Cornish. 
7
 Now with regards to taps and water meters, 
8
 there fs water meters all over this city that are three-
9
 quarter, one-inch taps, whatever you have, that are running 
10 on pressures that -are no greater than this. That's not 
11 the problem. So that--and here is another thing* The 
12 attachment onto that is a one-inch line. You see, a one-
13 inch line to flow through a three-quarter inch tap. Corn-
1* ish installed that line initially. Now if they meant 
15 J three-quarters they certainly didn ft abide by it themselves 
and so the fact that we put some extra size line in there 16 
18 
, 7
 fo r l i n e s t o r a g e , you know, does not ac t as a de t r iment 
whatsoever t o the c i t y . 
19 J THE COURT: Well , t h a t f s the q u e s t i o n , as to 
2 0
 I whether i t does or n o t , I assume. As t o whether i t c r e a t e s 
21 I i r r e p a r a b l e damage t o the c i t y . I t h ink t h a t ' s one of the 
2 2
 t h i n g s you have to show t o get your r e s t r a i n i n g o r d e r . 
2 3
 MRc PRESTON: Only so much water i s going to come 
2 4
 out of the end of a one- inch t a p a t the bot tom. 
2 5
 MR. HOGGAN: You mean a t h r e e - q u a r t e r inch . 
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MR. PRESTON: We donft propose to waste water, 
nor do we intend to act illegally and join onto the head 
of the pipe* We intend to do what that water right says. 
Let me give you something else to consider in this case. 
The water right of this city is .56 that they have, 0.56 
of a cubic second foot, which is about twenty-five gallons 
per minute, out of this spring. There currently is flow-
ing in that spring about thirty-five gallons per minute, 
and there is about twenty-five gallons per minute flowing 
out of an overflow being wasted by Cornish located down in 
the reservoir. 
Now here is a town that says, your honor, 
they're going to suffer irreparable injury by virtue of 
him tapping in the line, and yet this town is wasting at 
least twenty to twenty-five gallons per minute running out 
of an overflow,-and I was up there personally, I saw it the 
other day, as did all of these gentlemen here in court. 
Now I don't see where the irreparable injury is 
going to come in. 
THE COURT: Well, I assume that's what they have 
to show. 
MR. HOGGAN: That and the fact, your honor, that 
the city has control over that system, and by the statute 
that I've quoted in the complaint, before anyone can con-
nect to it they must have the permission of the city to do 
it, and that permission has not been given. | 
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MR. PRESTON: Your honor, may I respond? We're 
not an inhabitant of the city. We own—I'm saying Mr. 
Roller owns, the defendant owns a water fight in that 
spring that lies upon his land. He is the owner of that. 
He has got the right to get it because it's on his land 
and he's the owner of it. Now I recognize that if you'll 
read that statute over you'll find that that refers to an 
inhabitant of a city hooking onto the water lines without 
consent of the city. It's not phrased in this situation 
at all. It's going to be a long, hot summer, isn't it? 
MR. HOGGAN: The statute, your honor, says, "No 
city or town which is the owner or in control of a system 
for furnishing water to its inhabitants shall be required 
to furnish water for use in any house, tenement, apartment 
building, place, premises, or lot unless the application 
for water shall be made in writing signed by the owner or 
his duly authorized agent, in which application," and so 
forth. Now that's any application for water shall be made 
in writing, and that has not been — 
THE COURT: Well, he says he's not making an 
application for water. He says that what he's doing is 
just--in other words, putting on a new line to replace the 
one he's already entitled to. 
MR. HOGGAN: Okay. Doesn't that come to a con-
struction of the deed? 
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THE COURT: W e l l , whether the l i n e f i t s or n o t , 
MR. HOGGAN: Uh-huh. 
THE COURT: T h a t f s I t h i n k the q u e s t i o n . I 
d o n ' t t h i n k h e ' s s a y i n g , "I'm a p p l y i n g now for some more 
w a t e r . " I th ink h e ' s j u s t s a y i n g , "My water pipe i s cloggej 
and l e a k i n g , and I'm p u t t i n g on another o n e . " You're 
s a y i n g , "Yeah, but the one y o u ' r e p u t t i n g on d o e s n ' t c o n -
form t o the d e e d . " 
MR. HOGGAN: Y e s . And then t h a t i s s u e r e v o l v e s 
i t s e l f on the c o n s t r u c t i o n t h a t the cour t puts on tha t 
d e e d , d o e s n ' t i t ? 
THE COURT: I suppose s o . 
MR. HOGGAN: As I s e e i t t h e r e are r e a l l y two 
i s s u e s . You c a n ' t have i t both ways, you c a n ' t have t h i s 
l i n e p l u s t h i s l i n e . I suppose the court would say t h a t . 
THE COURT: T h a t ' s r i g h t . 
MR. HOGGAN: So i f the court says t h a t deed means) 
he can have a tap and you d e c i d e where the tap g o e s , t h a t 
you then cut t h i s l i n e o f f and then you c o n s t r u e the deed 
and say the t a p goes e i t h e r here or here on t h i s l i n e and 
you c a n ' t have a f o u r - i n c h l i n e coming o f f of t h e r e , 
where the h i s t o r i c a l use t o which t h a t ' s been put has been 
through a o n e - i n c h l i n e . I mean he knew t h a t when he bui l t ] 
h i s h o u s e . He could a p p r e c i a t e the f a c t of the danger of 
t h e f i r e and e v e r y t h i n g , but t h i s house has been there f o r 
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* years, and when he built it he knew what was there, and 
2
 he's been living with that and there's no danger that all 
3
 at once it descended on him. 
4
 Wefd be willing to submit the issue on the basis 
5
 of the court's construction of the point at which that tap 
6
 can be made and the point at which the meter is to be 
7
 p laced. 
8
 MR. PRESTON: Your honor, the reason that the 
9
 J change in locat ion occurs i s t h i s : That there i s a brow 
of a h i l l that l i e s along the area of the connection, the 
'1 old connection here. That old connection i s found in the 
12 J middle of a f i e l d t h a t ' s current ly under?cul t ivat ion , and 
t o put the appropriate meters and everything in that loca-
t i o n would put i t out in the middle of a f i e l d t h a t ' s 
*
5
 under c u l t i v a t i o n , with the standpipes and everything, and 
10 
13 
14 
16 i t jus t i s l og ica l to move i t to such a place that i t ' s nod 
17
 J in the f i e l d under c u l t i v a t i o n . We don't want to change 
*
8
 l anything, except we want to move t h i s - - i n other words, 
19
 | when t h i s i s subst i tuted w e ' l l sea l t h i s off so that we 
2 0
 I don' t have to keep digging up the crop in order to get at 
2
* I the va lve . What we want to do i s move i t away so that we 
2 2
 can have an appropriate way of g e t t i n g at the valves and 
2 3
 J everything that are in there , so that not only the c i t y but] 
2 4
 I a l s o Roller w i l l have the r ight to make an inspect ion of 
2.5 
1
 those part icular i tems . 
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Now that doesn' t jeopardize the c i t y whatsoever 
t o move the l o c a t i o n . It makes i t eas ier as far as the 
farming operation i s concerned. 
THE COURT: I assume for the res tra in ing order 
hearing the information you have to show i s the damage i t 
may do to the c i t y i f you change i t s locat ion arri change th^ 
p i p e . 
MR. HOGGAN: Yeah. 
MR. PRESTON: That's t h e i r evidence. I s n ' t that 
the c i t y ' s burden of proof? 
THE COURT: Yeah. 
MR. PRESTON: Now one other item. We've jus t 
been through severe cold weather, and the weather i s 
p r e t t y good for working. Mr. Rol ler has been out in a l l 
of that weather working and has got the pipe ready to con-
n e c t . I t ' s conn«ct ib le , the interruption w i l l be nominal 
t o the c i t y as far as an in terrupt ion . Bes ides , the c i t y 
has these other ava i lab le sources , and so r e a l l y we're in 
a pos i t i on to make an immediate connection that won't 
jeopardize anybody for any length of t ime, and then when 
we do that we're w i l l i n g to wait a while at l eas t u n t i l 
the matter can be heard. But there i s some concern pre-
s e n t l y to Mr. Roller about having an adequate water 
supply . Great concern. 
THE COURT: How long i s t h i s going to take you? 
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MR. HOGGAN: Well, i t w i l l take sometime, and we 
can proceed i f you want now or any way you want t o . 
(Discussion held as to the probable length 
of the hear ing . ) 
MFU HOGGAN: I fd suggest one way to resolve the 
i s s u e without the time i t would take for testimony, would 
be t o say you tap onto that with a three-quarter inch l ine 
a t that point and you go out in to a b e l l and into your four 
inch l ine and you can f i l l that four- inch l i n e up, and 
t h e r e ' s your r e s e r v o i r . We111 put the meter at t h i s point 
into a three-quarter inch meter and put the three-quarter 
inch l ine into the four-inch b e l l , and you can f i l l that 
four- inch l i n e up and take your water out down here. 
MR. PRESTON: That's a magnanimous o f f e r , but 
i t doesn't comport with the f i t t i n g on there now. 
THE COURT: What i f you put a one-inch on? 
MR. HOGGAN: I thought you said the one-inch 
l i n e was a l l corroded shut and wasn't g iv ing you any water. 
MR. PRESTON: The l i n e i s corroded shut . That's 
why we replaced the l i n e . 
THE COURT: Can't you put a one-inch f i t t i n g on 
the present pipe out of that pipe into the f i e l d ? You 
got your old one-inch, the same as you had before . You 
got your four-inch re servo ir , and you put whatever kind of 
a tap you want on the other end. 
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MR, HOGGAN: I was jus t asking my engineer. Why 
don't you find that out? Will that s a t i s f y i t? 
MR* ROLLER: We can l i v e with that for the pre-
sent time* That w i l l give us enough water down there . We 
have f i r e hoses* there in the home and they won't work. 
They're no good at a l l . We f lush the t o i l e t and the d i s h -
washer won't work* I'm in the shop and nothing works over 
there . 
MR. HOGGAN: Let me jus t explain t h i s to you too , 
your honor. From the reservo ir the l ine comes down here 
and goes within a reasonable distance of Mr. Rol ler ' s 
house and down to the c i t y , and the c i t y has no objection 
to Mr. Rol ler connecting to the l ine here and feeding h i s 
house with a three-quarter inch connection u n t i l th i s 
matter i s resolved; and that w i l l be water--the c i t y ' s 
ch lor inator and pur i f i ca t ion f a c i l i t y ' s located up here, 
and that water then would be t rea ted , potable . There may 
be quest ions about the p o t a b i l i t y of t h i s water. If t h a t ' s 
the problem, t h a t ' s one way of so lv ing that while we're 
in the process of l i t i g a t i n g water r ights and who ultimate-; 
l y gets what. 
MR. PRESTON: We're not w i l l i n g to accept that 
s i t u a t i o n , because the new l i n e i s already in , and i f t h i s 
other s i t u a t i o n w i l l work t h a t ' s much more f e a s i b l e as far 
as we're concerned. Now, Evan, explain where--
- 22 
1 MR, ROLLER: This l i n e coming down here i s a 
2 o n e - i n c h l i n e , your honor . I t c onne c t s on w i th a o n e - i n c h 
3 l i n e and t h e r e i s a v a l v e up h e r e . At the present time 
4 t h i s i s out in the c e n t e r of a f i e l d . To f ind t h i s l i n e 
5 we had t o g e t some people w i t h s p e c i a l machinery and t i e 
6 on down here and go up t h i s l i n e as f a r a s we c o u l d . Then 
1 we had t o d i g up the l i n e and t i e on a g a i n . What i t does 
8 i s send r a d i o waves through the l i n e and they can t r a c k i t . 
9 We had t o go a l l the way up even t o f ind t h i s v a l v e and 
10 t h i s l i n e . Up t o t h i s t i m e , s i n c e I ' v e owned the property 
11 t h e r e ' s been no way of s h u t t i n g the water o f f of t h i s 
12 l i n e . 
13 Now we have broken t h i s l i n e a c o u p l e of t imes 
14 s i n c e I ' v e owned the p r o p e r t y , once when we b u i l t the new 
15 home and once p r i o r t o t h a t when I took out a ch icken 
16 coop and some t h i n g s t h a t was up here on the h i l l above 
17 the house , and there was a t a p in the c h i c k e n coops t h e r e 
t8 and I broke t h e l i n e t a k i n g the ch icken coops and t h i n g s 
19 out and r e s u r f a c i n g t h e ground, and we had t o r e p a i r tha t 
20 l i n e w i t h the water in i t . We couldn' t turn the water o u t . 
21 T h e r e ' s no way, c o u l d n ' t f i n d any v a l v e t o turn i t o u t . 
22 So we 've — I t h i n k the agreement was w i t h Pearson that t h e s e 
23 t h i n g s — 
24 MR# HOGGAN: W e l l , now I o b j e c t t o what the 
25 agreement was wi th Pearson . 
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THE COURT: 
you have a one-inch 
Yes. What's the difference whether 
line--I don't know how far apart that 
is, whether it's twenty feet, forty feet, or a hundred 
feet-r-a one-inch lin 
some place else? 
MR. HOGGAN 
MR. KOLLER 
apart here* 
MRo HOGGAN 
just saying you can't 
THE COURT: 
MRo HOGGAN 
here. 
THE COURT: 
MR. HOGGAN 
e at one point or a one-inch line 
: I don't think that matters. 
: That is probably two or 300 feet 
: I don't argue the location. I'm 
t have it both ways. 
That's true. 
: If you put it here you cut it off 
Put a one-inch there. 
: Yeah. Now there are two other 
things, I guess. One of them is that we donft know the 
point at which this changes from a six- to a four-inch 
line. 
MR. KOLLER 
MR. HOGGAN: 
MR. KOLLER: 
MR. HOGGAN< 
MR. KOLLER: 
point I must make, yc 
a year or two ago, m£ 
: It's up here somewhere, Brent. 
: Will you be connecting to a four? 
: Yes. 
: Are you sure of that? 
: Yes, positive. This is another 
)ur honor. The four-inch line here, 
tybe longer than that, we were doing 
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some erosion control work up here, and I got into this 
line. The line was where I didn't think it was. It waves 
around the hill there. And I got into it and broke it, 
and we found it's just the other side of this connection 
here. We found that this line here has back pressure, itfsj 
going up a hill, and so this one-inch line where it comes 
off at this point comes off of a full pipe, the pipe is 
full irregardless of the amount of water in the pipe. But 
up here where we have moved to there is a vent and this 
pipe is running downhill, and in testing this the other 
day with the water engineer people this pipe at this point 
is not full. We have got to do something there to get the 
same amount of water out of the pipe at this point that we 
can get out of it at this point. We've either got to put 
the valves on the bottom or something so that we can 
receive the same amount of water. We can service this 
three-quarter inch tap that the deed speaks of down here. 
MR. HOGGAN: Your honor, it looks like if you 
go from a three-quarter to an inch you increase in a geo-] 
metric ratio. A three-quarter inch pipe would accommodate 
I believe 8.8 gallons per minute, and if you increase 
that to an* inch pipe you go to seventeen gallons per min-
ute, which is doubling it. And if in fact there are thirty-] 
five gallons per minute coming out of that reservoir, that 
would give the defendant half of the flow if he had a one-
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inch connection out of that. 
THE COURT: Hasn't he always had one? 
MR. HOGGAN: Well, I suppose since 1938 somebody 
has had one there, but does that mean that the use controls) 
over the deed for one thing, and you have the size of the 
community and the community needs that have to be balanced 
against that. 
THE COURT: What you're saying is it will cause 
irreparable injury to the city for him to do what they've 
been doing since 1938. 
MR. HOGGAN: No, that's not necessarily so. 
Because— 
THE COURT: Except that their pipe has been 
clogged, I guess. 
MR. HOGGAN: The city's use increases. The use 
of one family remains relatively constant. 
THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
MR. HOGGAN: The i r r e p a r a b l e damage, I suppose, 
comes from the fac t t h a t you now have more people t o be 
served and the demand on the water i s becoming g r e a t e r a l l 
the t ime , whereas h i s use remains c o n s t a n t . 
THE COURT: I 'm not sure I know what you ' r e t e l -
l i n g me, but you ' re saying t h a t i t should be a t h r e e -
q u a r t e r inch ins tead of an i n c h . 
MRo HOGGAN: R i g h t . 
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THE COURT: It may be* 
MR. HOGGAN: And that's what his entitlement is 
under the deed* 
MR* ROLLER: It says "tap," not "pipe." 
MR. HOGGAN: Yeah, and the question is where do 
you take the tap? Do you tap it out of the line or put 
the tap on the bottom? That's the question the court is 
ultimately going to have to decide, but the argument that 
I make with you, your honor, is that if the hurdle we have 
to get him across is the fact that hefs just getting a 
trickle out of there now and we p>ut a new three-quarter 
inch line in there, hefs going to get 8.83 gallons per 
minute. The application hefs filed with the State Engin-
eer asks for six and three-quarters gallons per minute. 
He'll be getting, with a three-quarter inch tap out of 
that main line, two gallons per minute more than he's 
applied to the State Engineer to receive. Point number 
one. 
Point number two is that even at eight gallons 
per minute he's getting almost eight times as much as the 
prescribed minimum out of a culinary system for the use of 
a household, so he's getting more water actually than--
even with a three-quarter inch connection--than what the 
prescribed minimum is. 
MR. PRESTON: May I say this? Our rights do not 
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1 arise as a result of a filing or any application with the 
2 State Engineerfs office. Our rights arise as a result of 
3 the deed, which says the amount of water which can flow 
4 through a three-quarter inch tap. You take a three-quarter) 
5 inch tap at the pressure which he has at his house, which 
6 is about 120 PSI, and it isnft a mere seventeen gallons 
7 per minute, it's about 150 gallons per minute. That's his 
8 water right, not that. Thatfs his water right if he has a 
9 need for it. 
10 Now Roller can't use the water anything but 
11 b e n e f i c i a l l y as per that deed, as to what the deed says , 
12 but he has a right to at l e a s t have de l ivered to his pro-
13 perty a su f f i c i en t amount of water to meet that obligation.) 
14 MR. HOGGAN: Well, you jus t keep coming back to 
15 the construction of that deed, your honor. 
16 THE COURT: Right . Ifm jus t say ing , i s there 
17 any problem at th i s point u n t i l the lawsuit i s decided by 
18 a l l the evidence of al lowing a one-inch to where i t 
19 s t a r t s , whether t h a t ' s changed to a three-quarter la ter on 
20 or whether the whole pipe has to be three-quarter inch, 
21 but i s th i s going to damage the c i t y ' s water system unt i l 
22 we can get t h i s su i t tr ied i f you l e t him tap into his 
23 with a one-inch l ine? 
24 MR. HOGGAN: I don't know that I'm prepared to 
25 answer that question, because i t g o e s - - i f you take seventeen 
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g a l l o n s a minute out a t t h i s p o i n t , what does tha t do t o 
the amount of water you put in a t t h i s p o i n t ? Because that) 
has t o be d i l u t e d by the water out of t h i s s p r i n g . 
THE COURT: I t f s on ly go ing t o be go ing through 
t h e r e when you turn on the tap down in the hous e . 
MR. HOGGAN: R i g h t . 
THE COURT: You're not t a k i n g t h a t much out of 
t h e r e every hour. 
MR. HOGGAN: Okay. What i f we do t h i s : Would 
he be w i l l i n g t o come out of here w i t h an inch and put a 
t h r e e - q u a r t e r inch t a p here? 
THE COURT: T h a t ' s what h e ' s s a y i n g . 
MR. ROLLER: Yes , I ' l l put in a t h r e e - q u a r t e r 
inch t h e r e . 
MR. HOGGAN: Can we huddle a minute? 
THE COURT: Yeah. 
MR. PRESTON: Evan, come here a minute . 
(Court r e c e s s e d f o r about f i v e m i n u t e s . 
F o l l o w i n g the r e c e s s : ) 
MR o HOGGAN: Your honor , for the record the town 
would agree t o the c o u r t ' s s u g g e s t i o n of a o n e - i n c h l i n e 
and would say that i t could c o m e - - t h i s i s on a temporary 
b a s i s u n t i l the t h i n g i s a d j u d i c a t e d - - t h a t he could e i t h e r 
come out of here and go i n t o t h a t l i n e or could come out of] 
here and go i n t o t h a t l i n e , e i t h e r p l a c e a t h i s o p t i o n , a t 
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the defendant's option, with a three-quarter inch tap at 
the bottom. I don't know that you have a tap . You have 
some kind of a c o n s t r i c t i o n , 
MR. PRESTON: We'll have a three-quarter inch 
c o n s t r i c t i o n at the bottom, but i f you have that at the 
bottom i t couldn't matter i f you had a f i v e - f o o t , s i x - f o o t , 
or any other kind of a pipe at the top . We're trying to 
get water in to the pipe, and we've just talked to the people) 
from the s t a t e ; you cannot get water in a three-quarter 
inch pipe t h a t ' s attached to a h a l f - f u l l , large pipe simply 
because t h e r e ' s too many problems with negative pressure 
and so on, and so we're l e f t to putt ing the pipe in the 
old p lace , which i s f e a s i b l e except the man has to go 
through h i s wheat f i e l d , dig a l l the way through his wheat 
f i e l d . 
Now when the matter is tried, of course, we 
intend to assess this as a damage in the case, but that 
doesn't really resolve the problem now of the fact that 
he's got to go through his winter wheat, which is all 
planted. 
THE COURT: Why does he have to do that? 
MR. PRESTON: Because if he puts it down— 
THE COURT: Put it either place he wants. 
MR. PRESTON: Well, on the upper place he cannot 
attach a one-inch line and get an adequate water supply. 
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THE COURT: Why d o n ' t you get i t t he r e j u s t as 
we l l as you can below? 
MR. PRESTON: The pipe i s f u l l h e r e , the pipe i s 
not f u l l up here* 
MRo HOGGAN: On one time when you measured i t . 
How do you know t h a t ' s always so? 
THE COURT: Why don't you put i t on the bottom? 
MRc PRESTON: If the c i t y would q u i t dumping 
water down here we'd have a f u l l pipe up t h e r e . 
THE COURT: Why d o n ' t you put i t on the bot tom, 
i f i t ' s only half f u l l ? 
MR. HOGGAN: They can do t h a t t o o . We ' l l l e t 
them put i t on the bot tom. 
MR. PRESTON: Your honor , I 'm s t i l l given t o 
unders tand t h a t even the water f lowing over the t a p , i t ' s 
l i k e the a i r flowing over the top of the wing of an a i r -
p l a c e ; i t c r e a t e s a n e g a t i v e p r e s s u r e under i t , i t doesn ' t 
fo rce the water in t h e r e . I t pu ts a i r in the l i n e s . 
THE COURT: What d i f f e r e n c e does i t make then if 
you have four - inch pipe? 
MR. PRESTON: With a f o u r - i n c h pipe you can put 
a T t h a t the water w i l l flow i n t o and not j u s t over the 
top of i t . You can T off t he re - -wha t we want to do i s make 
a T and a one-inch r e s t r i c t i o n , then go i n t o whatever pipe 
Mr. Ro l l e r has i n s t a l l e d . 
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13 
14 
15 
16 
1
 THE COURT: Are you t a l k i n g about a one-inch re 
2
 s t r i c t i o n a t the top? 
3
 MR. PRESTON; Our proposal i s to put a - - h e r e i s 
4
 your main p i p e . We want t o put a f o u r - i n c h p i p e , b r i ng 
5 i t down t o a one- inch , then he can come back up to any size 
6
 p i p e , but he 1 11 have a one - inch r e s t r i c t i o n in t h e r e , and 
7
 put t h a t up here so t h a t water can flow in here and f i l l 
8
 t h i s up so t h a t t h e r e f s no a i r in i t , flows through t h a t 
9
 one - inch r e s t r i c t i o n , and we've got i t done. Now t h a t i s 
1° a c c e p t a b l e t o u s . 
" MR. HOGGAN: Well , t h a t ' s not accep tab l e t o the 
12 J c i t y . We d o n ' t want under any c i rcumstances t o have the 
f o u r - i n c h connect ion on t h e r e . Once you get a one- inch off] 
of here and i t flows i n t o t h e r e , t h a t ' s got 1,400 f ee t of 
overs ized pipe t h a t t h a t can f i l l up . T h a t ' s in e f f ec t a 
r e s e r v o i r . 
17
 I THE COURT: What's t h e d i f f e r e n c e ? 
18
 MR. HOGGAN: The f a c t t h a t they have or haven ' t 
19
 connected onto t h a t — 
2 0
 THE COURT: Wfratfs the d i f f e r e n c e whether the 
2 1
 one- inch r e s t r i c t i o n i s on the pipe or two inches from 
2 2
 the pipe or t h r ee inches from the pipe? 
2 3
 MR. HOGGAN: Then you 've got the pipe in the 
2 4
 ground wi th a fou r - inch connec t ion on i t . 
2 5
 MR. PRESTON: If the cour t says ffWeld i t u p , " 
w e ' l l weld i t up when t h i s t h i n g i s u l t i m a t e l y ad jud i ca t ed ] 
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THE COURT: What's the difference to the city? 
MR. HOGGAN: I guess a foot in the door, that 
you've got a four-inch hole in that pipe and put a T on it 
and take your--what it is in effect is giving him his slice] 
of the pie in any and all events ahead of anything the city 
gets. 
THE COURT: I can't see what the difference is 
as to the city. How are they damaged? How is he getting 
any more water? 
(Mr. Hoggan consults with a spectator in 
the courtroom.) 
THE COURT: Will you be able to tell me the dif-
ference? 
MRo TURNIPSEED: The difference between what will 
run through a three-quarter inch pipe the whole distance 
and a four-inch restriction in a four-inch line and a thre^ 
quarter inch tap in? 
THE COURT: No, if you put on a one-inch res trie-J 
tion six inches from the pipe or whether you put it on the 
pipe. 
MR. TURNIPSEED: Well, they talk about putting 
in a i; and a T has one line straight through and one com-
ing off,and in a water pipe that's not a full pipe it's 
going to take the line of least resistance and go straight 
through and maybe some off to the side. It depends on 
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which way that T i s . You can put i t with the one going 
in the bottom or the s i d e . The part coming off the T 
could be the one going to Cornish or the one s tra ight 
through would be the one going to Cornish, and there 
could be advantages e i ther way, you s e e . 
MR. PRESTON: I b e l i e v e i t only takes s i x gallons 
to f lush a John no matter which way the pipe i s put though,| 
doesn' t i t ? 
MR. TURNIPSEED: That's r i g h t . 
THE COURT: But the pressure in the one-inch 
pipe w i l l be the same, i s n ' t i t ? 
MR. HOGGAN: Your honor, i f we said t h i s - - a l l I 
have on i t i s Evan's representat ion that t h a t ' s a four-inchj 
r ight there , four-inch pipe . 
MR. KOLLER: No, Larry was there the other day. 
Larry, you can t e s t i f y to t h a t . 
LARRY: Yeah. 
MR. HOGGAN: That this was a four-inch pipe. So 
what you're going to do is put a T on there of an equiva-
lent size to the pipe that's already in. 
THE COURT: I guess that's what they said. 
MR. HOGGAN: If you put one right there and come 
off from the T with a four-inch pipe two feet, then go 
into a one-inch pipe for whatever distance, say another 
five feet or whatever, and then go back out to your four, 
I think we'd have no objection to that. If the T is set 
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in tha t way on the l e v e l and coming out t h i s way on the 
l e v e l . 
THE COURT: T h a t ' s what he s a i d , d i d n ' t you? 
MR. ROLLER: Y e s . 
MR. PRESTON: T h a t ' s a l l we want . 
THE COURT: Okay. That w i l l be a temporary a r -
rangement u n t i l we ge t the l a w s u i t d e c i d e d . 
MR. HOGGAN: Okay. And w i t h a t h r e e - q u a r t e r inch 
c o n s t r i c t i o n a t the bot tom. 
THE COURT: R i g h t . 
MR. HOGGAN: Before It goes i n t o any s y s t e m . 
THE COURT: R i g h t . 
MR. HOGGAN: Now t h e r e ' s one o t h e r t h i n g t o o . 
The in format ion t h a t we have i s t h a t l i n e , part of i t goes 
over here t o a f i s h c u l t u r e pond of some k i n d . I t h i n k 
the deed c l e a r l y l i m i t s t h i s t o domest ic and c u l i n a r y pur-
p o s e s and s t o c k w a t e r i n g . I d o n ' t know what the i n t e n t i s 
a s f a r as l e a v i n g the l i n e running c o n s t a n t l y and u s i n g i t 
t o f i l l up a f i s h pond or n o t , but I t h i n k we should have 
some r e s t r i c t i o n s on t h a t t o o . 
MRc PRESTON: May I address t h i s in t h i s manner? 
We do not intend t o use t h i s f or the purpose of f i l l i n g up 
t h a t pond. That ' s not our in ten t , . There i s a tap up there 
t h a t i s a v a i l a b l e , but i t ' s n o t - - w e d o n ' t have any i n t e n t 
of f i l l i n g up that pond. But here aga in the c i t y i s w a s t -
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i n g approx imate ly twenty g a l l o n s a minute , dumping i t out 
t h e i r overf low in the lower r e s e r v o i r , which i f they would 
not take the water and turn i t out up in the top of the 
Pearson Spr ing i t would run down the hol low n a t u r a l l y and 
g o ; and Mr. R o l l e r has a n o t h e r , second water r i g h t tha t we 
h a v e n ' t mentioned t h a t ' s out of B u t l e r Hollow; and so the 
c i t y i s v a s t i n g water down below out of the r e s e r v o i r when 
i t should be going down B u t l e r Hollow in accordance w i th 
h i s water r i g h t s t h a t are d e c r e e d . T h a t ' s the l a w s u i t , 
and maybe i t ' s not r e s o l v a b l e r i g h t h e r e . 
MR. HOGGAN: I d o n ' t t h i n k i t i s , your honor. 
THE COURT: A l l I'm t a l k i n g about i s the r e -
s t r a i n i n g order* L e t ' s j u s t do t h a t one t o d a y . 
MR. PRESTON: Okay. 
MR. HOGGAN: Could t h e r e s t r a i n i n g order then 
be t h i s : That you come out on a l e v e l w i t h a f o u r - i n c h 
T f o r two f e e t w i th a o n e - i n c h r e s t r i c t i o n and then go 
back i n t o a f o u r - i n c h p ipe w i t h a t h r e e - q u a r t e r inch con-
s t r i c t i o n a t the bot tom, and t h a t the use out of that l i n e 
be l i m i t e d t o c u l i n a r y and s t o c k w a t e r i n g u n t i l t h i s case 
i s a d j u d i c a t e d ? 
THE COURT: R i g h t . 
MR. PRESTON: (To Mr. R o l l e r ) Is t h a t okay? 
MR. ROLLER: Now when he says "on the l e v e l , " 
i f we hook t h a t up w i l l we be above the water? 
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MR. PRESTON: No, you'll be so that — 
tyR. KOLLER: We have to have a full pipe to pull 
out of, 
MR. PRESTON: Your T will come off at the same 
angle as theirs is so that each one of you will have equal 
THE COURT: Just a moment. I still have another 
matter to hear. They deferred and allowed you to go ahead 
of them and — is that satisfactory? 
MR. PRESTON: Why donft you take that matter up, 
and let me chat this over* 
THE COURT: Okay. 
(Court recessed in this matter for about 
ten minutes. Following the recess:) 
MR. HOGGAN: I think we can stipulate, your 
honor. The stipulation will be that the defendant can 
come off of the existing four-inch line between the Pear-
son Spring and the Griffith Spring with a four-inch T, and 
the T coming off from that line at an angle which will fill] 
the four-inch line as he comes off the T upwards* In 
other words, it wonft have to be level. It can be on an 
angle that will fill the four-inch pipe. For a distance 
of two feet, then there would be a one-inch line for anoth-
er five feet, which could then bell into a four-inch line 
or I'd say bell into whatever size line the defendant has 
already installed, provided there's a three-quarter inch 
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cons tr i c t ion at the bottom of that l i n e , and that the use 
of water out of t h i s l ine would be r e s t r i c t e d to cul inary 
and domestic and stockwatering purposes u n t i l a hearing ai 
d i s p o s i t i o n of the case on i t s mer i t s , and that the s t i p u -
la t ion would be without prejudice to e i ther party upon a 
hearing and d i spos i t ion of the case on the mer i t s . 
THE COURT: All r i g h t . Do you want t h i s "and 
supervised by the State Engineer"? 
MR. HOGGAN: Yes, I'd l ike to have the connec-
t ion to the l ine and the l i n e down where the one-inch 
I l ine ends and the three-quarter inch c o n s t r i c t i o n at the 
I end i s to be inspected and approved by the State Engineer': 
| o f f i c e . 
MR. PRESTON: That was mentioned f i v e f ee t in 
here . I don't think we mentioned t h a t . Let ' s say a one-
inch r e s t r i c t i o n in there . Maybe i t ' s convenient to run 
i t two f ee t or three f e e t , but i t w i l l be down to one-inch. 
MR. HOGGAN: Not l e s s than two f e e t . 
MR. PRESTON: All r i g h t , t h a t ' s okay. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. PRESTON: We agree to t h a t , your honor, 
' THE COURT: All r i g h t . 
ADDENDUM "I" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF UTAHf IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CACHE 
CORNISH TOWN, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
EVAN ROLLER, et ux. 
Defendants, 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF 
COURT'S ORAL JDECISION ON 
FEBRUARY 23, 1983 
THE COURT: First I'll address the issue of the 
.roadways and the allegations of the plaintiff of acquiring 
easements by way of prescriptive right* There's no question 
that all of our cases have held that you can gain an ease-
ment by what they have termed a prescriptive right, or that 
is a user of a right, open, visible, continuous, unmolested 
use of land, and in the State of Utah is held over a 20-year 
period. Further that the easement must be capable of defi-
nition by its use or what use, as to where it is, its dimen-
sions, and that it would be one of a continuous nature in 
its use. 
To start with road number one, there is some tes-
timony that originally that was a road that was used by the 
public that Went to Clarkston. Of course, the plaintiff 
GEORGE A. PARKER 
Registered Professional Reporter 
208 Hall of Justice 
Logan, Utah 84321 
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1 cannot acquire a private use by reason of a public use, and 
2 there was no evidence of how long that was, to note even if 
3 I it were a private use or private easement, or a public ease-
4 ment by use of the public using it in going to Clarkston. 
5 I The right claimed is one of a private one, and you can't 
6 gain it by use of a public. I learned that in the Chournos 
7 Vs. Alkema case over in Rich County. 
8 Also this was then diverted by use of the people 
9 who h a d — I guess the Griffithses owned that ground—a road, 
10 but went into their place that they built off of what might 
11 have been once a public way that was a private that went 
12 into their road or into their ground that now constitutes a 
13 I claim by Cornish, is what they used that road, and then 
14 I continued it on up to the Griffiths Spring. Again, this 
15 was of a sporadic nature, and they changed that periodically 
16 to use what is called road two, and they changed that too 
17 to go from an old reservoir to a new reservoir in its direc-
18 tions, would go to one spot and then walk up I guess across 
19 fields to the Griffiths Spring. 
20 Also I think important in this is that they had 
21 and always had when they acquired that their own easement 
22 all the way to the spring and obviously I guess from the 
23 testimony used other routes, at least three of them, possib-
24 ly four different ways, for their own convenience because it 
25 was more convenient to use different ways to get to the 
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spring or to the reservoirs than it was to use their own 
easement. To me this does not constitute the requirement of 
open, notorious, and continuous use of a defined access to 
the reservoir or to the Griffiths Spring. First of all they 
used at least one, two, three, four different ways or differ-] 
ent access routes either by foot or in some cases partially 
by vehicle to get to where they were going, despite the fact 
they had their own easement, and so there certainly can't be 
an easement by necessity when they have a way, access in I 
think that's twenty feet wide by both the condemnation pro-
ceeding and by a prior easement to the reservoir. So that 
as to roads one and two I do not think the plaintiff has met 
the burden of proof of showing an open, notorious, continuous] 
user. 
There are also some other factors that would go 
against a right by prescription, and that is the testimony 
from their witnesses that on occasions, some occasions, they 
did use these ways by permission; some were not; that there 
was and has been for a period of time during the prescriptive] 
period—of course, there's contradictory evidence about this, 
but there is some evidence of the existence of gates and so 
forth, and it isn't necessary just simply by putting a gate 
defeats a prescriptive easement, but it is one of the factors 
you consider as to whether it was open and notorious or whe-
ther it was—in other words, if you put up a gate and MNo 
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1 trespassing" signs, that doesn't mean that you have to, in 
2 order to prevent someone gaining an easement, stand there 
3 with a rifle twenty-four hours a day. 
4 As to road three there's even less evidence of 
5 use, certainly not of a continuous nature even for the pur-
6 J pose—and I understand you don't have to do it every year or 
7 you just have tovdo it when the necessity demands, but that 
8 wasn't the way they used this* In fact they used other 
9 routes, sometimes I guess five at one time and then what 
10 we've termed road four, again with permission at times and 
H at other times when they found the gate not open. 
12 And more important, especially on road four, is 
13 I that when a person opens a way for the use of his own prem-
14 ises and another uses it without damage, the presumption is 
15 J that it's permissive and is not under a claim of right. 
16 j That's the Harkness Vs. Woodmancey case. And also Buckley 
17 Vs. Cox. I forget what the Woodmancey case was. Cox was 
18 247 P2d 277. And that also applies to roads one and two in 
19 I the sense that they were opened up first by the Griffithses 
20 on one, and two by maybe—I don't know whether it was, whe-
21 ther Pearson had opened up part of it and then it was more 
22 opened or improved by Mr. Koller, but at any rate there is 
23 no evidence here that they were using roadways opened by 
24 somebody else and didn't do anything themselves to create 
25 I any damage. In fact, they walked on it a lot of the time. 
1 For that reason then I would hold, based on those facts and 
2 findings, that the plaintiff has failed to support by the 
3 preponderance of. the evidence a presctiptive right to any 
4 of the claimed easements, 
5 Griffiths Spring* The tap right. In this case 
6 Mr. Roller does not get his right to water from that line by 
7 reason of any appropriation. He is not an appropriator of 
8 that water. His right to that water comes only from that 
9 portion of the condemnation order, that decree# "For the 
10 plaintiff to deliver to the east fence line of the spring a 
11 sufficient supply of water for culinary and domestic purposes] 
12 of the defendants herein and for watering of a small lawn 
13 I and for the watering of cattle and horses used and grazed on 
14 the p remises . " 
15 Now this I feel is an interest granted to the 
16 owner that is appurtenant to the land and goes with the land 
17 and one they can convey and assign and does not expire, the 
18 right doesn't expire when the ownership of the ground in 
19 question is transferred. So that whatever rights under that 
20 decree the Griffithses had—and the First National Bank of 
21 Logan I guess also—they were able to transfer that right to 
22 whoever purchased it, and I guess it was in this case Mr, 
23 Roller. 
24 But his right is restricted by that grant in the 
25 deed, not by what he can expand it to or what portion—he 
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1 doesn't lose it by not using all of it at any one time, nor 
2 do the persons that have it lose it. He can still use a 
3 sufficient supply of water for culinary and domestic pur-
4 poses, which is drinking, and I assume the house isn't there 
5 any more so you don't use it for showers and all of that. I 
6 guess he could if he had one there, put one there, and I 
7 assume now that under domestic uses that includes watering 
8 your cars and trucks. I do it all the time at my place, and 
9 even wash them out in the driveway without the city compiain-j 
10 ing I'm not using it for domestic purposes, and also watering 
11 my trees and stuff I've got in my yard. This even provides 
12 for watering of a small lawn. Now I don't know whether 
13 there's a lawn there or what size they mean by "small," but 
14 I would assume a few trees are at least in the picture and 
15 would be in the nature of ornamental trees. I don't think 
16 it would be called agricultural purposes, which he's not 
17 entitled to use the water for. 
18 But just to turn the tap on, too, and let it run, 
19 except for the necessity of those particular things that 
20 I've enumerated, he has no right to do that. I of course 
21 can't put in the decree that the Judge will go up and watch 
22 the place twenty-four hours a day to see he doesn't waste 
23 any water, but I assume that this can be shown by Cornish, 
24 that the uses to which he puts it is a waste of water, they 
25 can in some way restrict that time of use by injunction with 
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contempt provisions or whatever. 
Pearson Spring. The tap. The same situation. 
He's not an appropriator. Thevater that he uses is appropri-
ated by Cornish out of the tap. His only right is gained not] 
as an appropriator but by the * grant again in the deed, which 
I assume or will state as a finding that the intent it 
appears of the parties that this was to be appurtenant to 
the property and that the Pearsons didn't intend, if they 
sold it, to tell the people they sold it to that they were 
going to get the water shut off, and I don't believe Cornish 
had the idea that this was to be the case of a termination 
on transfer either, and would make the same finding. 
And, again, this is a grant of water to originally 
the Pearsons and, I now make a finding, to their successors 
in interest to the property, a certain amount of water for 
drinking, stockwatering purposes, and culinary and domestic 
purposes, which doesn't include the fish pond, by the way. 
It does include watering what plants, shrubs, lawns, stock, 
putting water in your trucks and car and whatever you gener-
of 
ally use around there, the same way as I believe one/the wit-| 
nesses testified off of his domestic supply he takes out and 
waters his cows and cleans his dairy equipment and even 
stores some water there for that purpose, and I see nothing 
wrong with that. That's a proper domestic and culinary use. 
It is not restricted, again, by gallons per minute, 
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for example. I think one of you stated, figured out 46,000 
gallons, whatever that figure was, would go if you left it 
continually open and—but that isn't what he's entitled to. 
He's entitled to what the use is that's stated in the grant, 
again: water to water his lawn, use in his house for what-
ever domestic purposes that they have. It's not to be used—| 
and I think I've enumerated most of them—it certainly isn't 
for agriculture, but it's restricted by that use. 
Now there is no right as to say where that diver-
sion is to be made from Cornish'^ water to him. He's en-
titled to receive that water, but he's not entitled to say 
where he receives it from or to place in the pipe, and I do 
not think it's restricted solely to the source water of 
Pearson Spring. In fact, in order to comply with this, if 
they're to supply human drinking water, it may be that the 
source of supply just out of Pearson's without it going 
through their filtration and chlorinating and what other sys-; 
tern they have to do to pass health standards they couldn't 
comply by taking it with providing him the water. So I make 
a further finding that the plaintiff is entitled to determine 
where that tap will be and to provide and pipe to a three-
quarter inch tap to the home of—in this case it says Lars 
Pearson, but now it belongs to Mr. Roller, and I assume the 
appropriate place is, from the testimony—both parties talked] 
of a box or some place where everything goes out from to the 
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1 I house, to the sprinklers, to the—I assume that's what it is 
2 I from the testimony I've heard. 
3 Further find that Pearson Spring water supply is 
4 governed by the collection basin—or not just the box, but 
5 the basin outlined in blue by Dr. Hansen as to where the 
6 water source is and is not one single spring but may be com-
7 posed of several springs. I^state this for the purpose, and 
8 make this a finding, for the purpose of what may happen to 
9 water rights to that spring, and as I told you this morning 
10 I'm going to reserve a decision to that one point. 
11 Cornish did purchase four-fifths, and I believe 
12 everybody agrees, of whatever those rights were, and Mr. 
13 Roller purchased the one-fifth interest of Marie Dobbs. Now, 
14 it's the position of Cornish she did not have anything left 
15 to transfer by reason of some type of forfeiture, and I 
16 1 haven't had a chance to read your Amended Complaint, I'm not 
17 even sure of your theory. I thought first it was abandon-
18 ment, but you say you have a different one, so as to that 
19 point—and I would make a finding that if she had lost the 
20 rights and had no rights, of course she can't transfer them. 
21 If she didn't lose them, then the finding of the State Engin 
22 eer that all of this water was appropriated, and he included 
23 in the appropriation this one-fifth at least during the irri-J 
24 gation season—not the winter, but during the irrigation sea-
25 son—to Mr. Koller, and I assume if the finding is that this 
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was a valid transfer, that still stands and all the water is 
appropriated according to the State Engineer. If it isn't, 
if I make a finding that it wasn't a valid transfer and she 
didn't have it, I guess there's one-fifth left that goes back) 
to the public domain to be appropriated by somebody, and 
whether the appropriation that was denied by the State Engin-| 
eer could be reconsidered I guess would be up to whatever 
comes before the State Engineer. 
How much time do you want on that memorandum and 
brief? 
MR. PRESTON: I assume it's your allegation, you're] 
going to write it, and I will answer it. 
MR. FILLMORE: Okay. I'll have it in by the middle] 
of next week. Wednesday of next week. Will that be okay? 
THE COURT: Fine. 
MR. FILLMORE: Do you need it sooner? 
MR. PRESTON: You're not granting judgment or are 
we entitled to judgment on the $3,200? 
THE COURT: Oh, on the damages. As to the damages, 
there is testimony and I feel that under this Cornish was 
obligated to provide the water as previously stated and in 
the deed. There's testimony that they were not doing so, 
there's testimony that they refused to do anything about it. 
Now I feel that Mr. Koller had the right then to go see about] 
his water pressure. And he testified that when he opened it 
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1 up he found it full, the T, full of debris, roots, clogging 
2 his water. And I feel that he would have a right to replace 
3 that and put it in the proper shape to get his pressure. 
4 There's no evidence there's anything wrong with the rest of 
5 the line. I just think he went too far. This doesn't give 
6 him a right to design his own water system, change its 
7 location, when he could make his own remedy and would be 
8 required I think and could charge the bill to correct the 
9 problem at the place where it came out of the T, and that's 
10 the only evidence we have that there was anything wrong with 
11 it. There isn't any evidence there was anything wrong with 
12 the line going all the way down to the house so he could put 
13 in his other one. 
14 MR. PRESTON: There was evidence that the bottom of 
15 the line was also filled up and its size was becoming 
16 smaller than the restriction. 
17 THE COURT: I know, but there is no evidence that 
18 you couldn't have—that you had to replace this whole line, 
19 put in a different place with four-inch pipe or even replace 
20 the whole line. All that line that's left there under the 
21 ground, you might still be able, if you get a proper connec-
22 tion on it, will work fine. I just say that on the Counter-
23 claim you failed to convince me by the preponderance of the 
24 evidence that all of that was necessary. I'm convinced by 
25 the preponderance of the evidence there was something needed 
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to be done up to where the water came out of that piece 
that you got in evidence, but that's about as far as I say 
your proof went. 
Now if you have a specific bill on that portion 
of it I'll grant judgment for that. But I didn't peruse 
those bills enough to pick that out. But not the whole line 
from where you change direction and go all the way down the 
hill. 
MR. FILLMORE: Okay, thank you# your honor. 
THE COURT: Court's in recess. 
(Recessed at 2:30 p.m.) 
STATE OF UTAH 
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September 3, 1980 
Cornish Town 
c/o Paul McKnight 
Cornish, UT 84308 
RE: Installation of new pipeline by Evan Koller to 
replace old pipeline from Cornish Town!s 4-inch 
main to Evan Rollers home at the mouth of Butler 
Hollow. 
Dear Mr. McKnight: 
An inspection was made of the installation of a new 
pipeline by personnel from the office of the State Engineer 
on two occasions during the month of December, prior to back-
filling the trenches. The following was observed: The oriqinal 
" ^ " was left intact in the Town's 4-inch main line. New 1*$-
inch galvanized pipe was installed in the original 1^-inch port 
of the "tee", dropping down just a few inches to a 90° bend and 
then West for a distance of at least 5 feet, but not more than 
7 feet. A shut-off valve and air vent were incorporated in this 
section of pipe. Reducer fittings were then installed to increase 
the size of pipe and connected to 4-inch PVC. The 4-inch PVC 
pipe was used continuously down to the point of hook-up with 
Roller's existing system. Reducer fittings were again installed 
to facilitate a section of 3/4-inch PVC pipe at least 1 foot in 
length just before the final union with the existing system. One 
lateral was installed from the 4-inch PVC at or near the elevation 
of the reservoir at the mouth of Butler Hollow. This lateral is 
coatrolled at the end with a frost free type hydrant. The size 
of this lateral was not observed. 
The flows were computed with the different sizes of pipes 
however, alot of things are unknown and must be assj/med. For 3/4-
inch new schedule 40 steel with 230 foot of fall with screwed 
joints with one 90° elbow, and one in-line valve, and one angle 
valve, the flow was computed to be approximately 8.2-9 gpm, or 
for galvanized the flow would be 6.80 gpm. 
OEE C. HANSEN 
STATE ENGINEE R 
EARL STAKER 
DEPUTY 
Cornish Town 
c/o Paul McKnight 
Page - 2 -
September 3, 1980 
For the new system it is very difficult to determine the 
head since it is not known where the city line begins flowing in 
a full pipe. If the city line is flowing a full pipe 10 feet 
in elevation above the connection/ and assuming a square mouthed 
inlet and one 90° elbow, one in-line valve and 8 foot total of 
1-inch pipe the flow would be 23.1 gpm for steel and 18.4 6 gpm 
for galvanized. However, if Rollers line was taking that much 
flow I doubt if the city line could maintain 10 feet of pressure 
on the connection so this figure could be very inaccurate. 
For any larger pipe the calculations are meaningless because 
they have the capability af taking ±±ie entire Xlow of the springs 
under the right conditions. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 
Sincerely yours, 
R. Michael Turnipseed, P.E. 
Northern Area Engineer 
RMT:hw 
cc: Evan Roller 
cc: William Fillmore, Attorney at Law 
cc: Judd Preston, Attorney at Law 
